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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 28, 1914.
Sfibntutmcnte

3tate committee, was present. The Hancock county democrats who attended the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

meeting profess to be optimistic regarding
the political outlook.

E G Moore—Rexall store.
J A Haynes—Groceries.
A Holz—Bakery.
For sale—Foxes.
Notice to contractors.
Wanted—Snowshoes.

The Burrill National Bank
OF ELLSWORTH

will pay you 2

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

cent,

per
your
balances
of
check
$500 or over,
crediting interest monthly.
Unsurpassed service and monthly interest should be an
Write us to-day. State some amount as an
average balance and let us show you what you are losing.
inducement.

Hours, 9 to 4; Sat., 9 to 1.

83 Main St.,

Charles W. Hurley, who for the past few
been employed by the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Co. in
Kent, Ohio, arrived home Monday for a
visit of a few weeks.

Burrill national bank.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
Percy L Aiken—For County Attorney.
For sale—Second-hand furniture.
—Post-cards.
Notice of foreclosure—Hfervey W Dunbar.
Alley's market.
B A Blai8dell—Uncalled for Bank Deposits.
Bankrupt’s notice—Charles 8 Griffin.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Bucksport:
Bucksport national bank—Statement.
Boston, Mass:
G A Jackson—Old paintings wanted.

on

SCHEDULE OF

MAILS

AT ELLSWORTH POBTOPPICK.

In

MA1L8 RECEIVED.

Going West—10.30,11.30 a m; 5.15, 9 p
Going East—6.45 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.

Note these

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

figures carefully:

$175,000
Capital.
Surplus and Profits (earned).545,000
Stockholders’ Additional Liability ..-175,oOO
Total.895,000

WEATHER

and

every modern banking safety
or write for particulars.

IN

ELLSWORTH.

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at miduight; snowfall is, oi course,
reduced to water.1
Weather
Precipconditions
itatiou
Temperature

conven-

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tups

10—
12—
—16

38
34—
—2
21—
—

12

m

14—

19—
22—
42—
30—
14—
—

forenoon afternoon
snow

.29

snow

fair
fair
clear
fair, cloudy
fair
rain, fog
fair
snow, rain
snow
cloudy
cloudy cloudy, rain

.99
.38
.05
.15

Remarks—At 7 a. m. Friday the thermometer was 20 below zero.
The thermometer at this station, owing.it
is believed, to the tempering effect of the
water, averages live degrees higner than at
square. It has also been noted that
the temperature at 4 a. m. is usually two or
three degrees higher than at daylight.

postofflce

Tea

Coffee
1

pound good

Tea blossoms-a

Mocha and Java

straight

Formosa Oolong tea

35c lb.

25C

D. E. Hurley was in Boston
last week on business.

Supper

will be served at

a

few days

the Unitarian

vestry this evening at 6.30.
Howard Cunningham and wife returned
Monday from a visit in Surry.

Oranges
Dozen

Lemons

Alley’s Market

Tel. 118

E. E. Brady has returned from
three weeks in South Portland.

30c

82 Water Street

Dozen

A great deal of interest is being manifested in a new canned
p»» g
* Ash food called tuna.
There are two kinds of tuna fish in the
I* mt1ss
*
■•Jli
waters of Southern California, the blue aud yellow Ann tuna.
The blue Ann weighs from 60 pounds to 350 pounds and the yellow Ann weighs from 15
pounds to M pounds. The yellow Ann is the more palatable, the blue Ann being coarser,
rp

I1 lltl/l

ft

is claimed, in texture.
Tuna greatly resembles chicken in fiavor, and the fine white meat of the yellow Ann
variety is verv delicious when cooked aud packed in a blend of olive and cotton-seed
oils. In offering this article to our customers we can assure the housewife that there is
One of the most popular brands
no nicer dainty for salads, sandwiches, fish-balls, etc.
on the market is the

16 cents

Blue Sea Brand, "l,fcV”

Dandelion Greens, 21-2 lb. cans, 18c
20c
Spinach Greens, 11-4

Maine Sugar Corn,
3 cans 25c
Complete line Fresh and Smoked Meats

of 50

To every person making a cash purchase
cents on Saturday, Jan. 31, we will give free
5c take of Toilet Soap.

a

visit of

To-night at the Methodist vestry the
farce, “How the Story Grew,” will be
presented.
E. J. Walsh returned last night from a
Mrs.
week’s business visit in Boston.
Walsh accompanied him.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church will have a valentine supper and
social on St. Valentine eve.

Harry M. Bellatty, of Boston, is visiting
his parents, Capt. Adelbert Bellatty and
wrife. His wife is expected to-day.
The Dirigo club is planning for a Washington birthday concert and ball at Hancock hall, Monday evening, Feb. 23.
Frank Smith, of Kittery, has been
spending a few days with his mother,
Mrs. Annie M. Smith, in Ellsworth.
Evan Lindsey, wife and daughter Ella,
of New York, were guests of their grandmother, Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy, Monday.
A

cow moose

visited

the Jones farm

on

High street, Monday, walking up between
the house and barn, where she was seen
by Mrs. Myron King.
Capt. Leroy R. Flye, of the schooner
Storm Petrel, was in Ellsworth Friday, on

You Get Advanced
Quality in Flour
—the real pinnacle of goodness—when you

a

his way to his home at North Brooklin.
His vessel is hauled up at Roslyn, N. Y.

regular weekly prayer-meeting of
the Baptist church, and the festival
chorus rehearsal following, will be held
this week on Thursday evening instead of
The

Friday.

use

Mrs. Charles Paine, of Foxcroft, spent
last week with her uncle, Capt. Joseph M.

Higgins,

PAUL JONES FLOUR

in Ellsworth.

Capt. Higgins

re-

turned with her to Foxcroft Saturday, for
a visit of a few weeks.

all

6.30,

followed
will

by

follow

matters in which

our experience and advice will be of value and asIf you have had no business with this bank, we feel confident
that you will appreciate the service we can render.

sistance.

the in-

the in-

Union Trust Company
of Ellsworth

The Unitarian club, the newly-organized
society of young people of the Unitarian
church, gave an enjoyable party at the
church parlors last evening. If this first
party is a criterion, the club will do all
that is expected of it in inspiring new life
into the social

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
January 27, 1014.

[From

Call

ience.

hour before mail closes,

For Week

Then realize that this is the “backing” YOUit
money gets if deposited with this institution. We

provide

m.

the bank in person if you desire to open an account. Your deposit
be sent by mail and your deposits promptly acknowledged by us.
We make it a point that every business transaction with our patrons
shall be satisfactory. We want each one to feel free to come to us in

can

evening, to which al! Masons
are invited.
Supper
A sociable

a

to

families

will be served at

POSTOPPICE

account with this strong, conservative institution is
great deal to you in convenience and security. It leads to
many privileges and broader business relations to ask and receive advice and to use our facilities. It is not necessary that you should come

theatre to the soap factory
building. The move is being accomplished
with as little interruption to the operation
of the factory as possible.
There will be a public installation of
officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
their

bank

worth

The Russell shoe company is now in
moving its factory from above

stallation.
stallation.

m.

A

improving.

process of
the Bijou

and

From West—7.13 a m; 4.14, 6.25 p m.
From East—11.06,11.57 am; 5.47, 10.52 p

Big Truthful Figures

to be

to-morrow

effect Sept. 28, 1913.

MAIL CLOSES AT

The Value of a Bank
Account

Catherine, little daughter of E. C. Osgood and wife, has been seriously ill the
Measles
past few days, of pneumonia.
has now developed, but the child now
seems

activities of the church.

The three-act comedy, “The Elopement
of Ellen,” will be presented at Hancook
hall probably on Thursday evening, Feb.

19,

under the

auspices

of the

January

“Look

so-

much

committee of the Congregational
church.
Rehearsals are already being
held under the direction of Fred E. Cooke.
cial

most to jour

comes

in,

if

more

goes out, you will

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

—

Iowa;
Mrs.

Watts, Winthrop, Mass.;
Crabtree, Franklin; Mrs. Sarah

Charles
Ella

The funeral was held
at Lowell Sunday.
The remains w'ere
placed in the tomb at Lowell until spring,
when they will be brought to Ellsworth
for interment in the family lot.

Haynes,

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Bertha Emery Hodgkins, of Brookline, Mass., announces the engagement .of
her daughter, Dorise Gerald Hodgkins, to
Edward S. Purslow, of Cambridge, Mass.
Miss Hodgkins is one of Brookline's most
versatile young women, having sung with
the Boston opera company, and possessing
the scholarship for dramatic vocalism
given by the Dorothea Dix dramatic

be

at

Established 1873.

9.45 instead of 10.30 and connect with

Bangor News Burned Out.
The Bangor
Bangor, Jan. 28 (special)
—

News
fire

was

j

burned out this

which gutted its

morning by
building on Ex-

change street. The destruction
News plant is complete.

of the

With the customary newspaper courtesy, the Bangor Commercial has offered
the use of its plant, and there will be no

interruption in

the

publication of the

News.
H. Joy's job printing plant in the

Ira

News building was Also burned out.
The report current in Ellsworth this

morning that the fire had spread to sevadjoining business blocks is not true.

eral

The fire

confined to the News build-

was

ing.

_

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

j

j
;

1

The dance in Bayside grange hall last
Thursday evening was well attended.

Capt. F. B. Sadler has hauled up his vessel, the schooner Eagle, in Boston, and is
home fop the winter.
Capt. A. E. Closson arrived home last
week, after hauling up his vessel, the
schooner Winchester, in Lubec.

—

of the late Francis and
Susan (Moore) Watts, of Ellsworth, died
Friday, Jan. 23 at Lowell, Mass., at the
age of sixty-two, after an illness of a few
days of pneumonia. He is survived by
two brothers and five sisters
Melville
Watts, Miss Flora Watts, Mrs. Calista
Meader, Mrs. Nellie Wakeman, Eldora,

always

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

the Washington County train leaving
past performances.
Ellsworth as heretofore at 11.06. In place
A concert by Pullen’s orchestra, of Bangor, seven pieces, followed by a ball, will of the 6.25 p. m. train down, the train
mark the close of the series of dancing arriving at Ellsworth at 4.14 will run to
assemblies under the direction of Miss Mt. Desert Ferry as well as connecting
An imEmilie Young. The concert and ball will with Washington County road.
be at Hancock hall, Wednesday evening, portant change in time is made in the
Feb. 11, affording a delightful evening of north-bound afternoon train, which will
music and dancing for the general public. leave Ellsworth at 5.35 instead of 5.47.
Gallery seats will be reserved. Refresh- No change is made in the night train,
The train now arriving at Ellsments will
be served by ladies of the 10.52.
worth from Bangor at 11.40 a. m. will be
Village Improvement society.
changed to 11.43.
At the Ahhual meeting of the Dirigo
club last Thursday evening, officers were
OBITUARY.
elected at follows: Roy C. Haines, president; Leon E. Rowe, vice-president;
MRS. JOHN MARONEY.
Herbert Beal, secretary and treasurer;
Friends in Ellsworth were grieved to
William Goggins,
financial secretary; learn yesterday of the death at West Rox^
Frank J. Dunleavey, Frank M. Gaynor,
bury, Mass., on Monday, of Mrs. John
Walter M. Allen, finance committee; Maroney.
Fred D. Fields, Carroll Shea, Elmer E.
Mrs. Maroney was the daughter of Mrs.
Rowe, room committee; E. C. Osgood, Margaret and the late John Neville, of
A. D. Stuart, Harold F. Hawkes, member- Ellsworth
Falls, where she was born and
ship committee.
where she lived until young womanhood,
A despatch from Washington says: The when she went to Massachusetts. Since
new income tax agent for Maine will be
her
Mr.
marriage to
Maroney she
had made her home in West Roxbury.
Merton L. Kimball, of Norway.
His apMrs. Maroney was a charming woman,
pointment w ill be announced shortly by
Commissioner Osborne, of the internal who was loved by all who knew her. She
revenue division of the treasury departleaves a mother, who has made her home
ment. The place pays |6 a day and |3 for with her for several winters, a husband,
Mrs. Nellie
Byrnes, of
expenses. Mr. Kimball has many friends two sisters
in Ellsworth, where at one time he was Springfield, Mass., and Miss Florence
principal of the high school. Mrs. Kim- Neville, of West Roxbury, and one
ball is a daughter of James L. Cook and brother—John H. Neville, now in Idaho.
The remains were brought to Ellsworth
wife, of this city.
son

No matter how

spending.

poor.”
Start a Savings Account Nowand Let the Interest Help You.

The Ellsworth high school wants and
needs a lot of new books. A number of
ways have been devised to secure them,
one of these being the appearance of the
Harold F. Moon dramatic company in
Hancock hall, Friday evening, Feb. 6, in
“Man’s Way” and “The Serenaders”—two
complete scenic productions. The company is up to the standard of Mr. Moon’s

Calvin M.,

4.

£('jntt>tment(.

months has

Lost—Pass-book.
New England Tel & Tel Co.

)"7X!No.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

at Methodist vestry
Farce
“How
the
Story
to-day. Funeral services will be held at Grew.” Tickets, 10 cents.
St. Joseph’s Catholic church to-morrow 1
Friday evening, Jan. 30, Hancock hall—
forenoon, at 9 o’clock.
Basket-ball.
Ellsworth high vs. Bar
Harbor Y. M. C. A.
MBS.

AUGUSTA

A.

Deceased was born at Belmont. She was
married to Mr. Wiswell in 1868, and came
once

to

Ellsworth,

which had

ever

since

been her home. She was a kindly neighbor and friend, esteemed by all who knew
her well.

son—Gilmore L. Wiswell,
of Ellsworth, and two grandchildren.
The funeral was held at the home yesterday afternoon, Rev. T. S. Ross officiatShe leaves

—

WISWELL.

Augusta A., widow of John B. Wiswell,
died Sunday at her home on State street,
Mrs. Wiswell
aged seventy-five years.
had been in failing health for some time.

at

Wednesday evening, Jan. 28,

one

Saturday evening, Jan. 31,

at

Society

hall—Dance.

Wednesday, Jan. 28, 6.30 p. rn., at Univestry—Supper; 26 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 6, at Hancock

tarian

Harold F. Moon’s dramatic company, under auspices of high school literary association.
ball

—

Wednesday evening, Feb. 11, at Hanhall—Concert and ball, Pullen’s orchestra.
Admission, 35 cents; gallery
seats, reserved, 50 cents; dance tickets, 50
cock

cents.

Reserved seats

on

sale at

Moore’s

drugstore Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 9 a. m.
Friday evening, Feb. 13, at Methodist
MRS. JOHN CARTER
The first masonic sociable of the season
vestry—Valentine supper and social.
Mrs. John Carter died at her home at
was held last Friday
evening by Irene
Friday, Feb. 13-Odd Fellows’ convenWest Ellsworth last Friday, after a long
And you can prove It right in your own home—on your bread,
chapter, O. E. S. There was a good atShe had tion at Ellsworth.
aged fifty-six years.
illness,
It assures
FLOl.
JONES
PAUL
and
the
was
etc,—for
thoroughly
tendance,
evening
cake, cookies, pies,
been practically an invalid for three years.
Thursday evening, Feb. 19, at Hancock
school. She has also written, one of her The funeral was held
BEST POSSliLE FLOUR SERVICE on all such cooking.
enjoyed. Monaghan furnished music.
Sunday, Rev. P. A. hall—“The
Elopement of Ellen,” under
which
won
A.
Killam
lookbeing
better
officiating.
poems
“September”,
Members of the democratic county comExpert cooks find they can make bette r textured,
social committee of Conauspices
January
Miss
is
much
a
niece
Hodgkins
praise.
mittee and other prominent democrats
ing, better tasting bread, pastry, etc., with PAL L JONES
i gregational church.
H. Leland, of Ellsworth,
NICOL1N.
met at Ells- of Mrs. Charles
sort
of
of
the
all
the
from
that’s
If
county,
kinds.
parts
FLOUR than with ordinary
and has been a frequent visitor here. The
Monday evening, Feb. 23, at Hancock
worth last Thursday to lay plans for the
A telephone has been installed at the hall—Concert and ball
cooking YOU prefer, we ought to have your order right now
by Dirigo club.
B. date of the wedding is not announced.
Kingsbury
campaign.
coming
political
home of Jenness McGown.
lor a barrel of this supremely successful Flour.
Fire at the home of Mrs. John F. WhitFriday, Feb. 27, at Paul Revere hall,
Piper, of Fairfield, vice-chairman of the
McGown
visited her Mechanics
Mrs. Jenness
comb on Main street last Saturday afterEllsworth
building, Boston
noon caused considerable damage.
The daughter Hazel, at West Suliivan, Satur- reunion. Tickets, 50 cents; refreshments,
day.
10 cents.
loss is covered by insurance. The fire
Mrs. Louisa Moore, of North Ellsworth,
started near the chimney in the ell, and
In our window is
Friday, Feb. 28, at Ellsworth high
spread through the partitions and between is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hiram school—Examination for State teachers’
the floors to the attic. Though burning Danico.
certificates.
through to the main house at one point,
Asenath Maddocks spent the week-end
the fire was practically confined to the ell in Ellsworth with her teacher, Marcia
'atbrrttsnunHBc
by the firemen. The ell was gutted and Bellatty.
w*et
but
the
in
Guesses free to everybody; no restricthoroughly
down,
damage
Mrs. Laura Loring, of Bar Harbor, is
tions whatsoever. Only one guess to a
the main house was confined principally
visiting her mother, Mrs. Francis Mcperson. The one guessing nearest to
Mrs.
and
smoke.
Whitcomb
her
to
son,
the correct weight of the fish will get
Gown, who is ill.
B. B. Whitcomb, express great appreciaMade Right, Fitted Right, Priced Right
Civil Engineer,
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
of
and
tion
the prompt
efficient work by
of the fish in
The
and
Jan.
Mrs.
Hiram
Danico
30,
Friday,
Land Surveyor.
A.
the firemen and also of the ready aid
G.
Mansel B. Young, city sealer of
~
the Union sewing circle will meet with Old Reliable
We are in the market for
Drug Store. Estaklished 1834
given by neighbors and friends.
CwrMiMiriMCi Solicited.
weights and measures, official weigher.
Mrs. Abbie Phillips Wednesday, Feb. 4.
Telephone Connection.
On Tuesday next an important change
White Birch, Yellow Birch,
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.
ing.

—

$6 by the barrel.

J. A.

Haynes,

WoodWanted
Rock Maple,
Good prices,

quality
call at

Poplar.
according to
Please

office.

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

TRUSSES

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.

weight

also

of the stock.
our

The Only Fish in Maine
Worth its weight in Gold

Your Grocer.

STRAW
BALED HAY and
lot just
re-

Exceptionally good
ceived.

Price reasonable by ton

Horses to let for work or
F. H.

Osgood,

or

driving.

Ellsworth.

The old Hale Stable.

gold.

Get in your guess! Contest lasts
only three days more!

Ending Saturday, Jan. 31.
Moore’s Drug Store,
Cor. Opposite P. O.

Parcher,

in time-table will go into effect on the
Mt. Desert branch of the Maine Central
railroad. Two trains will be taken off—
the present 11.57 north-bound and the 6.25
south-bound. These trains heretofore ran
to Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with Bar
Harbor but not with the Washington
County railroad. Under the new schedule,
the morning boat will leave Bar Harbor

MONEY
On

Improved,

Productive Real

to

LOAN

Estate; oo Collateral
Also deialers in

and Commercial

Paper.

Municipal aid Other Boads of approveid legality and ascertained strength

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

•

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me

SUNDAY SCHOOL.
Lesson V.—First Quarter, For
Feb.

1,

1914.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of

the

Lesson,

Luke

xi,

1-13.

Memory Verses, 9, 10—Golden Text,
Luke xi, 9—Commentary by Rev. D.
M. Stearns.

EDITED BT

24,

things

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

ft* Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

commanlcatlons, and Its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

soever

ye

to

If you would smile a little more
And I would kinder be,
If you would stop to think before
You speak of faults you see,
If I would show more patience, too.
With all with whom I’m hurled,
Then I would help, and so would you,
To make a better world.

when ye pray, believe that ye receive
and ye shall have.” or John xv, 7, “If
ye abide in Me and My words abide in
you. ye shall ask what ye will and it

But just so long as you keep still
And plod your selfish way,
And I rush on, and heedless kill
The kind words I could say.
While you and I refuse to smile
And keep our gay flags furled,
Someone will grumble all the while
That it’s a gloomy world.
—Edgar A. Guest.

by Aunt Emma.

Dear M. B. Friends:
I think a word of commendation and
also a word of congratulation is due to the
members of our clan who have contributed
so

much

good

opening

cheer to the

de-

1 mean the
partment of our column
poem for each week. I believe I have not
realized fully how much these selections
So
have helped us all in different ways.
the “commendation” goes to all who have
especially remembered us with clippings
which pleased them and which they felt
might be helpful to others. You may not
have seen all you £ave sent in print, but i
have them on hand, scores of them, all
good, and they are looked over frequently.
Some day, years after they were received,
many of them will sound the greeting-call
at the heading of our own corner in The
—

American.

Now, why

was

“congratulation”

men-

1 know of
I will tell you.
tioned?
several who gather these choice bits of
poetry for the benefit of ns all, who are
not able to take a very active part in the
outside bustle of the world, and I congratulate them on sending out these rays
of light and cheer from the quiet of their
hearthstones. These messages go to the
North, the South, the East and the West,
and you are in touch with the workers,
and helping in spreading sunshine and

giving encouragement

to others.

There are several who wrote to the
column in years past, whom we miss.
From Maine to California letters came to

occasionally. I have not forgotten
them. I do not know whetl?er or not they
have changed their
abiding-place, but
if any such M. B.’s read this, I should
be glad if they would at least send me
just a post-card to let us know they still
read the column.
us

Dear M. B. Sisters:
Are we not having the most beautiful winter? Is not Maine good enough to live in all
the year? When I read of the vicissitudes of
our sister stktes, I am quite satisfied with
this. As I look out iu the morning on the
snow-clad hills, the picture is charming.
No artist could equal it.
Then the bright
cheery fires, and all so comfortable within!
Think I like it better than picking .roses all
the year round. Everything fine in its season.
our home paper. The American,
the items and turn to the M. B.
which
is
column,
always
interesting,
whether Aunt Madge is alone or not. The
holidays are now of the past. They are always a little sad to me, but dear friends are
1 am grateful to
very kind to remember.
them all, and to Aunt Madge for the pretty
card. A very happy and prosperous new
E.
year to all.

We
look

enjoy

over

Dear Aunt Madge:
How many of the good sisters have resolved to write for the column after Christmas? Well, 1 have really started on the letter
due since the reunion, and several things
have happened since then.
Chiistmas has
come and gone with all its extra work and

pleasure.
No, the pleasures have not all gone, and
how glad we are that memory can “salt
down” those pleasures. One of my gifts is
to be in twelve instalments
the Ladies’
Home Journal—and can be shared with others'
8. J. Y. reported me as away from home*
and with bad eyes. Was away seven weeks,
returning Dec. *22, or in time for the holidays
at home.
Spent Thanksgiving with a jolly
party on a farm, where they had raised everything for the dinner but the onions and cranberries. They nad roast pig, as well as
chickens, but “Sukie” grew so large that she
had to have her head cut off behind her
shoulders to go in the oven,
was prepared
for dinner by a fine automobile ride in the
bracing air.
Am sorry to report the eyes no better, and
that is one excuse for not writing before.
Have been to good authority, but receive no
encouragement, so am cut off from my usus]
employment for the present, at least.
Had a birthday remembrance by mail today from one who is good enough to belong
to the M. B. clan if her interests were but located in this section of the State.
Aunt
Maria, too, has a birthday before this will appear in print—at least she had one last year
on Jan. 18.
Am glad that you, Aunt Madge, had a
—

Wood rful Cough Kemedy.
Dr. King's New Discovery is known every
where as the remedy which will surely stop a
cough or cold. D. P. Lawson, of Eidson,
Tenn., writes: “Dr. King’s New Discovery is
the most wonderful cough, cold and throat
and lung medicine I ever sold in my store.
It can’t be beat. It sells without
any trouble
at all. It needs no guarantee.”
This is true,
because Dr. King’s New Discovery will relieve the most obstinate of coughs and colds.
Lung troubles quickly helped by its use. You
should keep a bottle in the house at all times
for all the members of the family. 60c. and
$1.00. All Druggists or by mail. H. £.
Kucklen 4b Co., jplladelphia or St. Louis.

8CHOODIC.

great

with Brooklin grange.

GREENWOOD,

363,

Greenwood

grange
members

forty-five
Pamola, Schoodic

EAST BROOK.

met

and

and

Jan. 17 with
visitors from

You can use my name if you
me.
like. I am proud of what your remeMrs. Mary
dies have done for me.
Gauthier, 21 Ridge St., Montpelier,Vt

routine work there was a reading
by Edith Butler, and the Grange Gazette
was read by Ethel Clark
and Dorothy
usual

—

Clark.

Dependable Medicine
MAH8APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
It must be admitted by every fairAt the regular meeting of Massapaqua
minded, intelligent person, that a medi- grange an amendment was made to the
cine could not live and grow in popularity
by-laws, changing the time of regular
for nearly forty years, and to-day hold
to 7.30
m.
meeting from
_

An Honest

dependable by

every

thinking

Poultry.
Fowl.20

to Lydia E.Pinkbam Medicine Co.

holding interesting
Saturday evening.
is

(confidential) Lynn* Massifor ad*
vice. Your letter will be opened*
read and answered by a woman*

and held in strict confidence.

only

the storm

few
and

eleven

Loose.10412

Celety. bunch,
Cabbage lb,
Beets, lb
Potatoes, nk

business matters
a

short

Oranges,

Yel ow. C
Powdered.

present. A
attended to

Molasses, gal,

POMONA.

with

Roasts,
Lamb:

Lamb,
Gray

Agricultural methods, past, present and future, H. H. Hale, Herbert
Grindle
Recess.
Call to order.
Conferring fifth degree.
Topic: Are amusements a factor in the
development of the morals of the

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS

_

168, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
Floral grange met Jan. 20, with nineteen
present. All officers were present except
the chaplain and overseer. The lecturer
and assistant steward were installed by
W. M. Chipman, as they were not present
at the regular installation. A social time
was enjoyed.
Program was omitted, as
the new lecturer was not prepared with
FLORAL,

Founds;

Edwin Ginn, of the firm of Ginn &
Co., publishers, Boston, Mass., who died
at his home in Winchester, recently,
was born in this place, on the farm now
owned by W. R. Dodge, and on which his
oldest sister, Mrs. Caroline White, lived
Until his sister’s
nearly all her life.
death, three years ago, Mr. Ginn visited
her every year. He always kept an interest in his old home.

one.
_

Sedgwick
thirty-five

members

Four applicants were
membership. The first and second degrees were conferred on five. One application was received. Owing to the absence of the lecturer, there was no program.

_

is out

demand

more

convincing

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
agents for the United States.

jole

Remember the
take

no

name

—

Doan’s

YOUR_STOMACH
Use

Ml-o-na—The First Dose Brings
Sure, Safe and Effective Relief.
If you are not able to digest your
food, if you lack an appetite, if your
stomach is sour, gassy, upset, your
tongue coated, if your head aches and
you are dizzy, if you have heartburn
and pains in your colon or bowels,

why suiter needlessly?
Buy now—to-day—from (}. A. Parcher, a fifty-cent box of Mi-o-na Stom-

ach Tablets. There Is no more effective remedy for stomach ills. Mi-o-na
is a digestive giving quick relief, also
strengthens and builds up, surely and
safely, the digestive organs, soothes
the irritated membrane and increases
the flow of tbe digestive juices. Your
whole system is benefited and you become well and strong.

I

Your Asthma positively relieved. UseOxi■ daze Tablets, antiseptic and germicidal
I —no opium, morphine or cocaine. For oil
■ coughs, colds and lung troubles.
I Money refunded if not satisfied.

■
I
I
■
V
■

U.e Or id axe Emulsion of Olivo Oil with
Hvpophosphites for the tired body or
exhausted nervous system.
Aak your druggist for o trial package to-day.
Write for testimonials.
AmericanOridale Co., Worcester. Moaa.
E ugene Howard. M. E) Pros.
..

E. O. MOORE,
Ellsworth, Mo.
—

Always ask for Mustards, Spices
and Flavoring Extracts by name.
Don’t take any old kind. Tell your
grocer you want and must have

Stickney & Poor’s
THE

AMERICAN'S

advertisers

|

j preventable with timely, intelligent

of bargains.

In the

forthcoming issue of the telephone directory let us have your order

treatment. —

one a

us

These appalling facts should warn
that after sickness, colds, over-

for service

This issue closes soon and to make sure
that you may have your telephone when
you want it

|

|

He that knoweth most of
himself
thinketh least of himself.—John Ploughman’s Almanack.
“Suffered day and night the torments of
itching piles.
Nothing helped me until I

|
>

body-building, blood-making properties and because it contains no
alcohol or habit-forming drug.
Be cure to insist on Scott’s.
Bloomfield, N. J.

U-J*

we

as soon as

You

can

office

or

ask that you

give

your

possible.

leave your order at the local

call the

Manager

and he will

take if for you. No charge for such
call from any pay station telephone.

physical force without reaction.
Scott’s Emulsion is used in tuberculosis camps because of its rare

Scott rn. Bowse.

now.

order

1

are

letting down the price-bars into the field

If You Want
To Be Listed

in the United States and the surprising truth is that most cases are

and

DON’T NEGLECT

our

Consumption Takes ^
350 People Every Day

—

other.

again.

H. R. Bates has gone to Mattawamkeag
to work.
Jan. 26.
B.

j

—

you

£U&£rti0ctncntft>

him

used Doan’s Ointment. It cured me permaJohn R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard,

Could

Mrs. F. A. Johnson, of East Bucksport,
visited her sister, Cora Dodge, last week.

to use
either a 60-line double column advertise- work or any other drains upon
ment, twice a week, or 100 lines double strength, Scott’s Emulsion should
column, once a week, for fifty weeks.
be promptly and regularly used beA campaign of this kind should produce
cause tubercular germs thrive only
for any manufacturer selling a reliable
article a business of at least a million dolin a weakened system.
lars in New England alone. If it did, his !
The tested and proven value of
advertising cost would only be four per
Scott’s
Emulsion is recognized by
cent. After he has introdaced himself to
his home people and secured their ap- the greatest specialists because its
prove 1, he could go out to the whole medical nourishment assimilates
country and say, “My product satisfies
quickly to build healthy tissue;
my neighbors; they believe in it and in
aids in the development of active,
me, and I appeal to you for your trade,
because I am backed up by my home
blood corpuscles;
I
should
think
people.”
personal pride j life-sustaining
would influence a manufacturer to do
strengthens the lungs and builds
this very thing.

Ala.—Advt.

of Doan’s

tells

order.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy in this great
loss, and commend them in their [sorrow to
the one “who doeth all things well”.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
interests of

population of New England reprepractically one-fourteenth of the
total population of the United States.
Their natural loyalty to New England
would induce them to buy reliable pro-

nently.”

Ellsworth citizen

An

James Gibbons, who has been quite ill,

SURRT.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

The

each

450,

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly
Father to remove from our midst our beloved
brother, Edward M. Rich, therefore be it
Resolved, That in his death we have lost
a true and faithful member, a willing worker,
and one who was ever ready [to advance the

sents

|40,000 in one year, giving to
10,000 line contract, enabling

23 with
visitors
elected to

three

present.

ARBUTUS,

ducts of reliable manufacturers if these
manufacturers asked them to buy. A
home indorsement is more important than
a national indorsement.
If a product stands well in the community or the section in which it is manufactured, it is quite likely to stand well
everywhere else.
I would advertise in the New England
newspapers. 1 think that a manufacturer
could use all of the New England newspapers, big and little, at a cost of less than

and

own

Kidney Pills.

S

NORTH ORLAND.

_

8KDGWICK, 244.
grange met Jan.

his

AND MEASURES.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt
■hall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, rnta-baga turnips and teas.
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots. English turnips, rye and
ndian meal, 50 pounds; of parsaips, 45pounds,
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats;
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

people?.Owen Flye
Program of host grange.
Closing.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

20335
Fresh Fish.

Oysters, qt,

Topic:

What Win. C. Freeman, New York
Advertising Counselor, Says.
If I were a New England manufacturer,
the first thing that I would try to do
would be to influence my home people to
buy my product. I would regard is as
worth while to have their approval.

Bacon,
Salt,
Lard

22
25 328
17
26 380
14$ 16
15

08
12325 Cod,
15
08 Smelts, lb,
50 Scallops, qt,
50
26
Clams, qt,
Flonr. Grain and Feed.
60
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 50 g6 50 Shorts—bag 1 50$ 1 60
178 Mix feed, bag 1 60s 1 65
Corn, 1001b bag
1 78 Middlings, bg 1 50gl 80
Corn meal,bag
1 78
Cracked corn,

Business.

Friends, in this world of worry
And work and sudden end,
If a thought comes quick of doing
A kindness to a friend.
Do it that very moment!
Don’t put it off—don’t wait.
What’s the use of doing a kindness
If you do it a day too late?
—Charles Kingsley.

10315
28 390
18 320

Ham,

Halibut.
Haddock.

Response.George Allen

I am very sorry that you should have
had this trouble with your eyes. We all
hope you will be able to use them again
The poem by
as well as ever after a rest.
Charles Kingsley which you sent follows
this.

Chop,

per;t>
Shoulder,

Veal:

Opening exercises.
Address of welcome.Laural

and Provisions.
Pork, lb:

18fl30

Steak.

Squash, lb,

85360
26345

Corned,

meet-

05
07
02
03

02
Fruit.
25 >>40 Lemons, doz,
30
10
10;a12 Grapefruit, each,
Groceries.
ft
06
Rice, per
308
20428 Vinegar, gal
20g25
38 Cracked wheat,
05
tt>
38 Oatmeal, per
04
20
Buckwheat, pkg
45a65 Graham,
04;qo5
301*65 Rye meal,
04$05
Gran meal, ft
03
05^ Oil—per gal—
06
65
Linseed,
10
12
Kerosene,

jf eats

Beef, lb:
Steak,
Roasts.

Following is the program for the
ing of Hancock Pomona grange
Brooklin grange Tuesday, Feb. 10:

P. 8.—Can not send this without saying to
Sunshine and her daughters that I have
thought of them many times, and assure them
Mol.
of the sympathy of one more sister.

qt,

Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per tbJapan,
Oolong,
Sugar—pei lb—
Granulated,

program enjoyed.
HANCOCK

doz

Ci aaberries,

Coffee- per ft>

were

15

Vegetables.
25 Onions,
03 Lettuce, head,
03
Carrots, lb,
18

Turnpis, lb,

meetings every

were

in

522

Baled.

Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Jan. 21. Orange was called to order by
the lecturer, and Past Master C. Earle
Smith was called to the chair. Owing to

chance to visit Northern Maine, for I know
there are many things of interest there beside the daughter.
Was glad to meet Narcissus on the train.
I guessed, in Yankee fashion, that she and
her husband had attended teachers’ convention and were making home visits as an extra.
Here is an idea so simple that probably no
In cooking anything that is
one will try it.
likely to burn on, put a little ashes under the
And here is andish and it will not burn.
other one to be forgotten before next Jelly
If jelly is not firm enough when cool,
season.
place the glasses in a pan of water and place
in the oven. It will become firm, and is much
easier than boiling again.
I make jelly in the winter from apple parings. Wash the apples in hot water and they
are warmer to pare and parings fit for jelly.
To Irish Molly, I want to say that I am still
taking digestives, and sorry I was so selfish
the day of the reunion.
There is more I might say, but don’t want
to tell all I know at one time, and you can already see that I do not waste a stamp to say
Mol.
“Hello” and “good-bye”.

A truthful statement of

citizen, given

Str* w.

471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Seagirt grange held its regular meeting
Jan. 17. The finance committee gave its
report. The new finance and executive
committee is composed of L. E. Stinson,
C. M. Pert, Charles Grant.
A good program was rendered consisting of readings,
stories, conundrums, etc. This grange

If yon have tbe slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Piokham’s Vegetable C (impound will bel p you,write

for

until I felt better in every way. Since
then I have nsed Doan’s Kidney Pills ocHay.
casionally and have always had the best
Best loose, per’ton.12414 of results.”
Baled. 18420
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.

SEAGIRT,

person.

Testify

Chickens.Y.22 425

Thureday
p.
Wednesday. Next week the members
under forty years of age will entertain.

a record for thousands upon thousands
of actual cures, as has Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, without
possessing great virtue and actual
worth. Such medicines must be looked
upon and termed both standard and

Citizens

the Public Benefit.

proof of merit?
and none were
uncomfortably warm,
E. J. Clark, Surry Hoad, Ellsworth, Me.,
every one relished the ice-cream.
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are certainly
an effective kidney medicine, and 1 can’t
RLLS WORTH MARK RTS.
recommend them too strongly. Some years
ago 1 was annoyed by attacks of kidney
The quotations below give the range of
complaint. There were sharp, shooting
retail prices in Ellsworth:
pains across the small of my back and the
Country Produce
kidney secretions were irregular in pasRutter.
Doan’s Kidney Pills had
been
Creamery per lb....35540 sage.
30fl85 recommended to me, and 1 finally began
Dairy.
using them. I could see that they were
40
Fresh native, per doz.
helping me, and I continued taking them

SCHOODIC, 420, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange met Jan. 15, Worthy
Master M. C. Foss presiding. One member was received by demit.
After the

left

Ellsworth
the

orchestra.
At the close of the program, Mr. Emery
made a few interesting and appropriate
remaks, after which ice-cream and cake
were on sale.
Though the night was cold

Mariaville

granges
present. All the officers except Ceres were
were installed in a pleasing manner by A*
I. Foss and wife, assisted by Leroy Lowrie.
Supper was served.

Lydia
Vegetable Compound has
done me lots of good
and I now feel fine. I am regular, my
stomach is better and my pains have all

Triumphs

an Ellsworth
words, should
convince the most skeptical about the
If you
merits of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
suffer from backache, nervousness, sleepWeston; song, Myrtle Guptill; reading,
Carlton Bickford; selection, orchestra; lessness, urinary disorders or any form of
piano solo, Ardell Parker; song, Minnie kidney ills, use a tested kidney mediSumner; reading, Edith Giffln; selection, cine.

—

Tuesday, Feb. 10—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona

408,

WINTER HARBOR.
met Jan. 22 for

Bchoodic grange
Julian
purpose of installing officers.
Emery, of Salisbury Cove, was the installnot
was
ing officer. The L. A. 8.-elect
able to be present, and will be installed at
Music was furnished by
a later date.
Morrison’s orchestra.
A short program was given as follows:
Selection, orchestra; reading, Marcia

Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona witn Pamola grange,
Hancock.

I was very irregular and was
tired and sleepy all
the time, would have
cold chills, and my
hands and feet would
bloat My stomach
bothered me, I had
pain in my side and
a bad headache most

Truth

Committee.

_

reason.

Saturday, *Feb. 7

of the time.
E. Pinkham’s

If you would cheer your neighbor more
And I’d encourage mine.
If you would linger at his door
To say his work is fine.
And I would stop to help him when
His lips in frowns are curled,
Both you and I’d be helping then
To make a better world.

—Sent

We have

—

good

faith in your remedies.

IF YOU AND I.

desire,

shall be done unto you,” is one of the
greatest things that we can attain to.
The attainment consists in the abiding just referred to. tbe fully forgiving
every one. keeping His commandments
and doing those things that are pleasing
in His sight, asking according to His
will, asking in faith, nothing wavering,
not asking merely for our own pleasure. asking with importunity, us In
our lesson (Mark xi. 25. 26; I John ill,
Another
22; v, 14; Jas. i, 6; iv. 3).
word to be well considered is John
xiv, 13. 14, “Whatsoever ye shall ask
in My name. * * * if ye shall ask anything in My name. I will do it.” This
last always seems more plain to me
when I consider a man on the road, a
commercial traveler, in the name of a
business house, a concern or company.
This man. representing the firm, can
transact only such business in its name
as it is engaged in.
Anything outside
of that cannot be in its name.
When the question is asked by the
Lord in Isa. vi, 8. “Whom shall I send,
and who will go for us?” we naturally
ask. For what purpose does He wish
Then we think of some
to send us?
of our Lord’s sayings when He was
here on earth: “The living Father hath
sent me;” “I seek not mine own will,
but the will of the Father who hath
sent me;” “My meat is to do the will
of Him that sent me and to finish His
work” (John iv. 34; v. 30; vi, 38, 57).
Then we remember His words to His
Father concerning His sent ones: “As
Thou hast sent me into the world, even
so have I also sent them into the
world.
They are not of the world,
even as I am not of the world.” Also
His words to the disciples after His
resurrection, “As my Father hath sent
me. even so send I you" (John xx, 21).
Our lesson says that “as He was
praying in a certain place • • • one
of His disciples said. “Lord, teach us to
pray” (verse 1). Then He gave them
this prayer, which He had also given
on a former occasion (Matt vi, 9-13);
spoke of the necessity of importunity
and of every one asking receiving, and
that if parents knew how to give good
gifts to their children how much more
would the Heavenly Father give the
Holy Spirit (or. as it is in Matt vii, 11,
good things) to them that ask Him.
It seems necessary, therefore, that
we must know and understand our relationship to the Father as His children if we have become such by redemption. our business in this world
as such, that we may be wholly engaged in it. the privilege of constant
communion with God concerning all
things for which we are here and the
assurance that He will certainly see to
the supply of all that is needed to
carry on His work.
He being all wisdom and having all
power, we must have unbounded confidence in His management, in His
way of doing things and in His time
for attending to our needs.
A1I this
and much more is included in this
prayer, the petitions of which those
who read m.v notes know that I am In
the habit of associating with the beatitudes of Matt, v, 1-12.
Luke tells us
that at the time of His baptism He
was praying; that before He chose the
twelve He continued all night in
prayer to God; that at tbe time of the
transfiguration He went up into a
mountain to pray, and as Ift prayed
the fashion of His countenance was
altered (Hi, 21; vi. 12; lx. 28. 29). and
now. when He had ceased praying in a
certain place, in answer to a request
from one of His disciples. He taught
them this prayer.
None but true believers, who have become children of
God by receiving Christ, can honestly
say “Our Father who art in heaven.’’
Concerning all others see John viil. 44;
I John Hi. 12. Only tbe poor in spirit
can
hallow His name.
Unbelievers
who will not submit to Him are proud
in spirit.
Those who mourn because of abounding iniquity long for the coming of His
kingdom. The meek and lowly love
His will rather than their own and,
want it done on earth as In heaven.
Those who hunger and thirst after
righteousness trust Him also for daily
bread.
Although as children of God we have
the forgiveness of all our sins (I John
li. 12). yet we need constant forgiveness and. being forgiven so much,
are merciful to others.
We fear lest
we see not the hand of God in all
things and therefore desire the pure
heart which bates evil and the evil
one and longs for the reign of tbe
Prince of Peace in us and in the world,
that tbe kingdom, tbe power and the
glory may be manifestly His. The
importunity reminds ns of Ish. lxii.
6. 7. where believers as tbe Lord's
remembrances are urged to take no
rest and give Him no rest till He
makes Jerusalem a praise in the earth
(see margin and revised version), for
that will mean the coming of the kingdom.

Restored To Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Montpelier, Vt.

to
spread upon our records, and one sent
Thr Ellsworth American for publication.
Mira Lord,
Lena Ells,
Alice Coulter,

one

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

WOMAN IN
BAD CONDITION

The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

To pray in reality and know a fulfillment of Matt. xxi. 22. "All things
whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive,” or Mark xi,
“What

“4UKT MADGE”.

aWjKtttwmtnti,

mourning for thirty day, that a copy cl these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved family,

Among tl)c <®rangtre.

ammisoruntA.

fHutual ISmeCit Column.

a

COL.

called to Defend Mt. Desert
Hundred Y ears Ago.
of the adjutant-general’s
Thomas Clark,
former
Hancock
a
fflee St Augusta,
The American,
man, sends to
for more than fifty
hich he has read

„osf
1

One

°"nty

the roll of Col. John
called to defend Mt.
mack's command,
Dec. 28, 1813-one hundred years
„rt)

a

copy of

rawcrt

month.
ago last
of interest to many
will
The roll
American who are dereaders of The
of those whose names
scendants of some
roll. It follows:
the
on
appear
BLACK’S COMMAND.
jJECT.-COL. JOHN
March and April
Rained in Ellsworth,
nil Mt. Desert, Dec.
2813; called to serve

28,1813.

Sabin
John Black, lieutenant-colonel;
Moses
Pond, major; John Jellison, major;
Samuel Dutton, quarAdams, adjutant;
lieut.-col. comtermaster; John Q. Dean,
manding; Simeon Milliken, captain;
Nathaniel TreDaniel Adams, captain;
Nathan Clark, ensign.
worgv, ensign;
A’on-Commissioned Officers.
David Q McCobb, Joseph Morrison,
Samuel Milliken, John Clark, Richard
MadHeath, Nathaniel Smith, Jonathan
docks, John Tinker, sergeants; Love Joy,
Daniel Monarch, John G Joy, Sewall E
Tuttle, Alfred Joy, Temple Joy, musicians.

COAST PATROL.

BLACK’S COMMAND.

Privates.

Isaac Alley, Peter Atherton, Thomas
Atherton, James Barker, Edward Beal,
Daniel Bennett, Dominicus Card, Jeremiah Card, James Carter, EH Colby, Ezra
Davis, Moses Day, Thomas Day, James
C Fisk, George Freeman, Reuben FreeFreeman, Jr., Abraham
man, Reuben
Freeze, George Freeze, Isaac Freeze, Henry
Fullerton, Benjamin Garland, Edward
Garland, Josiah Garland, William Gilley,
Eliphalet Gilman, William R. Ginn,
Eliab Gott, Nathaniel Gott, Peter Gott,
George Harmon, WiUiam Hooper, George

Herbert, John Hodgdon, Stephen Holt,
Allen Hopkins, John Jackson, Zacharius
Jellison, Charles Jones, Theodore Jones,
Benjamin Jordon, Isaac Jordon, John G.
Jordon, Joseph Jordon, Solomon Jordon,
Stephen T. Jordon, Walter Jordon, Ivory
H. Joy, Samuel Joy, Nathaniel Kelleys
John Leavy, Amos Maddocks, Benjamin

Benjamin
Maddocks,
Haddocks, jr,
Samuel
Maddocks, John Manchester,
John
McKenzie, William McKenzie,
Daniel Medar, Allen Milliken, Abner
Moore, Benjamin Moore, Cornelias Moore,
Edward Moore, Jotham Moore, Wyatt
Moore, William March, Joseph Nason,
Amos
Alexander
Natter,
Parsons,
Andrew
Peters,
Henry
Phillips,
Asa A Pond, Jasper Pond, William Reed,
David
Benjamin Richardson,
Kichardsqp,

KKTTKKY TO

Bar Harbor Man
Thinks Government
Sho,,Id Furnish Paster Boat.
1 Master Mariner," ol Bar
Harbor, in Portland BxpTtf,.Adverti,fr.
\
Have read with interest
your remarks in
your paper of Jan. 17
concerning autoWill
buoys.
you
me a little
space in your
valued paper to speak of
another important feature of the means
employed for the
relief of wrecks and vessels
at sea from
the point of view of a master
mariner?
There is no intention to criticize
the
personnel of officers or crew of our U. 8.
R. C. service in
any manner. But when
one stops to consider
the ship ordered to
the rescue of the
passengers and crew of
the Cobequid by those in
authority to do
so, namely, the cutter Woodbury, almost
condemned fifteen years
ago as unscawortby, it seems almost like sending them
to suicide.
An S. O. 8. signal is flashed
broadcast
for assistance from the
ship in distress,
with more than 100 souls in
grave danger of going down to their deaths in the
icy waters of the Bay of Fundy. In one
of the fiercest gales and blizzards
recorded
in many yearn on the North Atlantic
coast,
the captain of the old
Woodbury receives
orders to proceed to the rescue 200 miles to
leeward on one of the bleakest coasts in
North America, in the
frightful gale and
intense cold.
Under favorable circumstances she can
possibly reach a speed of
ten knots per hour.
Well might the most
hardy mariner
afloat dread the journey in such a vessel
and under such conditions.
But the

controlling
the Frank Ridlon Co., a large electrical
concern. He will be succeeded at Portland by E. T. Munger, of New York.

knows what is expected of him regardless of his old ship’s
unfitness to cross the Bay of
Fundy. He
bravely starts to the rescue. It means at
least twenty hour before ho can reach
those in distress, which only a miracle
apparently can save, but full of courage and
determined to succor those poor souls, he
proceeds, only to find when he reaches the
vicinity that they have been rescued.
If no other ship except the slow, unseaworthy old Woodbury had started to their
relief, their fate would have been sealed.
No doubt with a thankful heart, not alone
for the passengers and crew of the illfated craft, but for his crew and his own

stormy

Steps toward the ultimate union of the
Baptist and Free Baptist denominations
in Maine were taken at a meeting of the
joint committee on conference in Portland last week. The legal work necessary for the proposed change was left
with a special committee.
Stephen Berry, grand secretary of the
grand lodge of Masons of Maine, was the
guest of honor at a gathering of the grand
offices for a banquet and presentation at
the Falmouth
last
hotel, Portland,
Wednesday evening. In recognition of
his fifty-eight years of service, Secretary
Berry was presented with a magnificent
loving-cup. The presentation was made
by Grand Master Elmer P. Spofford, of

con-

ditions sure to be encountered on our
wild eastern coast in winter, with such a
vessel at his command he could have arrived in time to have made the rescue.
What a contrast such a ship would afford
to the old Woodbury limping along like
some aged mariner whose years of active
usefulness have long passed.
While our more modern cutters, the

George Richardson, Hugh Richardson,
James
Isaac Richardson,
Richardson,
Nathaniel Richardson, Richard Richardson, Stephen Richardson, Stephen RichJohn
ardson, jr., William Roberts,
Androscoggin, Gresham, Acushnet, Itasca,
John
Somes, Jacob
Sear,
Seavey, and others, are tine seaworthy craft, it
Daniel Smith, Elijah
Smith, David does not appear any of them are capable of
Shatton, Joseph Tinker, Gara Townsend, a speed in excess of fourteen or possibly
Nicholas Tucker, John Wallis, Asa Was- fifteen knots per hour.
gatt, David Wssgatt, Davis
Wasgstt,
Congress readily finds funds to build
Moses Wssgatt, Joseph Warwell, Stephen I torpedo boats with a speed in excess of
0. Woodworth.
| thirty knots, and cruisers of the Chester
CAPT. SIMEON MILI.IKEN'S COMPANY.
and Birmingham type, twenty-four and
In service at Aft. Desert, March and April, twenty-five knots. Since the advent of
1813.
wireless, not only seagoing qualities are
Privates.
absolutely essential, but also speed, as an
Isaac Alley, Peter Atherton, Thomas hour or so in time of dire distress
may
Atherton, Daniel Bennett, Dominicus mean hundreds of precious lives saved,
Card, Eli Colby, Moses Day, Thomas and the small extra cost to build and
Day, George Freeman, Reuben Freeman, jr, maintain such vessels is slight compared
Reuben Freeman, sr, William Gilley, Eliab to their increased efficiency,
Gott, Nathaniel Gott, George Har- i If no funds are or can be made available
mon,
Williag Hooper, John Hodg- to build speedier ships for our coast patrol
don, George Hubert, John Jackson, in winter, why not draft into the service
Charles Jones, Theodore Jones, Jr, Ben- such
ships as the Chester and Birmingjamin Jones, jr, Isaac Jordan, John G. ham, where in a field of usefulness in reJordan, Joseph Jordan, Solomon Jordan, lieving distressed shipping they might in
jr, Stephen F Jordan, Walter Jordan, jr, a measure make some return for the cost
Ivory H Joy, John Dean, Jacob Lurvey, of their maintenance. Either of the aboveNathan Maddocks, John Manchester, mentioned cruisers could have reached
John
McKenzie, William McKenzie, the scene of the Cobequid disaster from
Daniel Meader, William March, Robert Portland in
eight hours or less.
Nason, Andrew Peters, Asa A Fond,
So long as a coast patrol is maintained
Jasper Pond, Joseph Tinker, Stephen G it is evident that under new conditions of
Woodman.
distress signals, flashed from hundreds of
vessels employed in
miles
away, the
Touch ot Modern Fiction.
auch service can be none too swift. Other
Gwendolin Fudge looked out across the conditions than storms may arise at any
l*wn that undulated to the cracked contime, collisions, where more than one vescrete twenty feet away, and her gaze grew sel is involved; fire, the most dreaded of

troubled.
all s«a disasters.
A one-cylinder
When in such times the 8. O. 8. is
outing car uttered a
tubercular cough as it painfully negotiated flashed abroad, speed of the rescuing
the nearest
corner, a newspaper carrier sat steamer may be and generally is the only
on his
wares, laboriously carving a mon- factor between rescue or a frightful death
lace
key
on a horse chestnut, a bibulous
in the icy waters of the Atlantic. I am as
man halted a
prim maiden lady to ask proud of the valuable assistance rendered
the shortest
way out of the dry district.
by our cutter patrol as any man on AmeriIt was all dull,
view the want from the
can soil, for I
gray, tiresome.
“Why doesn’t he come?” murmured angle of one who has often faced the
Gwendolin Fudge.
wintry blasts on our wild New England
She had been married a
year, a short, coast, and the fact of my knowledge and
*“PPy year. She thought of it now aa she experience prompts these thoughts.
waited in the doorway for the man who
What a picture is presented to those
was not

her husband.
And the grass continued to undulate,
and the pavement continued to
crack, and
the bibulous man
caught at the fire
hydrant as it came round and sat upon it
to hold it down.
“Why doesn’t he cornel” whispered

Gwendolin Fudge.

He had promised over the
’phone to be
there at five;
promised on his honor as a
gentleman. Bah, a man’s honorl And it
was now half
past four.
“Tnis is
maddening,” said Gwendolin
with a
despairing gesture. “Men are all
alike.”
8he had met this man but once. He

looked truthful.
They always do.
And then, as she leaned
forward,

a

light

wagon rattled around the
corner, a man
*t0m ** and ran
up the winding

walk*1

At laBtl” cried
Gwendolin, and met
with outstretched arms.

him
8

Prom Greening's

BK^anded
°e„"a®

grocery,”

he

said,

ller * package.
giving a little dinner that evenin 8 and
needed the extra pound of butter.

Quizzer-Wh.f.

the matter, old man?
worried. Bizzer—X have a cause
hired a man to trace
my pedigree.
W
izzer-Well, what’s the trouble? Hasn’t
8U0C8asful?
Sizzer-Succcessful?
lat,
*** *** da8' *’m P*yiQg him hush
"

I°ol‘

money*1

familiar
tried to
Eastern
tains in

Deer

corporation

ness and itestxontainsneitte

Opium .Morphine norMraeaL
Not Narcotic.

Heap* ofOM DrStmumn
Bumpkin Seedm
Ax.Senna

1

*

IhMteSdtsArise Sad*

/I

Hina Seed-

I
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ChuUkd Xnnr

1

Aperfect Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach.Dtarrtoea
Worms,Convulsions.Fewrisk
ness and Loss OF

SLEEP.

*Zgg'

«

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wtapp"

ocrrrtkuo

ooaaPAMV. nc;v vonn

“Stickney Poor’s Mustard”

Then stop it! Stop tt now! Yea
* can do It with Ayer's Hair lIgor.
Does not color the hair.
Ash Your

THERE’S NONE BETTER

Doctor._fcS»u?Ti&

HESTER S PILLS

Pauper Notice.

sOI n RV (VPlir.r.KTC FVFDvuuFpr

City of Ellsfor those who
the
next five
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummby.
bouse.

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
Ladles! Ask your Druaelnt for /A
Chl-ches-ter's Diamond Tlrnnd/#Y\
1*11 la in Red and Gold nietallic\a^/
I boxes, sealed with Bine Ribbon. V/
k Taka no other. Buy of your *
f
Draniot. AskforClli.ClftouTERS
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS for fift
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

contracted with the

worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance during

care

Isle.

CAN’T AFFORD IT?
I

Let’s Figure It Out and See
How much
the

THAT IS, THE TASTE AND ODOR
HAVE BEEN REMOVED.

grocer’s

Hw

day,

Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil Is The

or

wuld

the

y

provision

u

much would you

to be able to visit a

charge

to

go

to

dealer’s?

give,

a

on

stormy

distant friend?

Best Laxative In 3000 Years.

Spencer Kellogg & Sons, ol Buffalo, oil
reflaers, have succeeded in talcing the j
offensive taste and smell out of castor oil.

j

j
;

The Kellogg’s have done what chemists
have tried to do and failed for 3,000 years.
Doctors

recommend

castor

simplest, safest

and best

household will

use

oil

laxative.

if oftener

now

as

the

Every
that it

! iB tasteless.

Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is pure,
clear, refined castor oil, and so entirely
without taste that children take it easily.
This perfect laxative is

now

on

sale

in

all drug stores. Order Kellogg’s Tasteless
Castor Oil by name, to distinguish it
from various mixed and flavored castor
tasteless. The trade
mark is on every label—a green castor leaf
bearing the signature—Kellogg’s. 26c and
60c sizes.
Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons,
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vegetable
oils.

oils,

which

are

not

—

RHEUMA IS FREE
FROM NARCOTICS

Finish Each Task.
resolupage devoted to New Year
Woman's Homs
in the January
Companion an Alabama contributor tells,
his life is to be
as follows, what the aim of

Relieves Rheumatism by Cleansing
the Whole System of Impurities.
Do not try to relieve Rheumatism by
dosing the system with dangerous drugs.
RHEUMA is free from all opiates and
narcotics, and cleanses the system in a
natural but scientific manner. The dangerous “waste” is eradicated from the
liver
and
skin.
bowels,
kidneys,
RHEUMA costs only 60 cents, of Q. A,

a

in 1914:
“To keep the loose ends of my life tied
unfinished on
up. If there is a garment
hand, finish it before undertaking anything else. If there is a letter owing,
write it at once. If there is a bill due, pay
it before incurring any other expense.
Certainly, but keeping this one

Parcher.

Simple?

“I was a great sufferer from Rheumatism for ten years. After two dayB’ use of
RHEUMA I laid down my crutches and
have since given them away. I am a well
J. R. Crocker, 614 Bumter St.
man.”
Columbia, S. C.
—

I

j

How much would it he worth,

in

case

night, to be able
to summon the doctor at OUCe, and, perhaps, by
special instructions from him by wire, to be able to give
temporary relief pending his arrival or even to save

your child

were

taken

suddenly

ill at

its life!
The expense of a telephone is not figured
by what it COSTS for a whole year, but by how much
it SAVES each time it is used.
these

city.

Hair Falling?

SAY

Harsh physics react, weaken the Uowels,
cause chronic constipation.
Doan’s Regulets
operate easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation. 2fic. Ask your druggist for them.—
Advt.

CASTOR OIL IS
DIFFERENT NOW

main-

resolution means things actually done,
not merely thought about, and, moreover,
freedom to
shipshape affairs that permit
in fortune
take advantage of any change
that may come.”

I

SStomtanimua.

its passenger business, steamers
capable of maintaining better than
twenty knots, even up to twenty-five;
the Maine Central railroad has steamers of
twenty knots speed, while our revenue depatrol
partment maintains for winter
service, where speed is the main factor
maximum
whose
in efficiency, vessels
the
speed would be fifteen knots, while
old dilapidated craft on which, within a
or
life
the
have
depended
week, may
death of so many, limps along at between
is
aband
eight and ten knots per hour,
solutely unfit to go to sea in winter at all.

On
tions

AlwaysBough!

The private blessings—the blessings of
immunity, safeguard, liberty and integrity—which we enjoy, deserve the thanksgiving of a whole life.—Jeremy Taylor.

The fate of another of the big Bath fivemasted schooners was made known last
week, when the crew of the Prescott
Palmer, taken off by a steamer, was
landed at Bermuda. The scheoner was
abandoned and doubtless sank.
This
makes three of the big five-masted coalcarrying schooners lost in the recent gales,
the others being the Fuller Palmer and
the Grace Martin. Four other smaller
schooner and one barge were also lost in
the same gales. Only one life was lost on
these vessels, that of the cook of the
Ellsworth schooners John Paul, who died
of exposure shortly before the crew was
landed on the Cross Rip lightship.

with such conditions as 1 have
present in my poor way. The

Steamship

issued at

past year.
The newly-appointed board of trustees
of insane hospitals organized at Augusta
last Thursday,
Hartley C. Baxter, of
Brunswick, being chosen chairman, and
Albert J. Stearns, of Norway, secretary.
Dr. Forrest C. Tyson, assistant superintendent at the Bangor insane hospital for
some years* has been put in
temporary
charge of the Augusta hospital as acting
Before
superintendent.
making a permanent appointment,
the new board of
trustees will look the situation over.

he returns.

The Kind You Have

tales of travel and other
sources of Information It appears that
Norway was one of the first countries
to develop speed In the trotting horse,
which centuries ago seems to hare
been common to the nations of northern Europe.
Sigvrled Petersen says
that as early as the beginning of the
eighteenth century there were Informal trotting races in Christiana.
The
principal name In the history of the
sport Is that of Jacob Meyer, chief of
the royal mounted militia, who was
born In 1781.
He owned the noted
horse Sleijner-Varg that on March 15,
1829, trotted an English mile In 2:37
and repeated in the same time. This
was faster than any horse had then
trotted In America, so far as is known.
In Sweden and in Finland the sport
of trotting horses dates back. It is said,
With long winto prehistoric times.
ters and nothing else to do the people
raced their horses to sleighs on the
ice.
Sunday morning was the great
occasion, men and horses coming from
miles around to take part in or witness
the sport—New York Herald.

the

Had this rich and powerful government
furnished him with a ship for the winter
patrol of our stormy coast line for the relief of sinking and stranded vessels, that
was capable of twenty knots or more an

For Infants and Children.

Norway and Trotting Horses.

$25 each, giving an
income of $31,650 to the State, and 825
non-resident bird-hunters paid a fee of
$5 each, making a total of $4,125 during
censes were

CASTORIA

From

Figures given out at the office of the
commission on inland fisheries and game
Monday, show that during the past year
1,266 non-resident big-game hunting li-

Woodbury’s captain

to meet the

abbiri«m:nt».

HATCHKKY.

Bridgton academy, at East Bridgton, Fish and Game Commissioners Vote
$22,500 by the will of former
to Build One There.
governor Henry B. Cleaves, of Portland.
Last Wednesday the tisb and game comJoseph L. Libby, senior member of the missioners voted to build a fish hatchery
grocery firm of Libby & Pooler, Water- at Tunk pond.
A tew years ago the legislature approville, died of Bright’s disease Sunday,
priated about f5,000 to establish a hatchaged fifty-six years.
An investiThe nomination of ex-Governor Fred- ery in Washington county.
gation was made by Hon. JL. T. Carleton,
erick W.
Plaisted
as
at
postmaster
ot Wintbrop, at that time the chairman of
Augusta, wps sent to the senate by Presithe fish and game commission, with the
dent Wilson last Thursday.
result that no suitable place for a hatchery
Eugene Harmon, of Westbrook, has could be found in
Washington county.
been appointed deputy U. 8. marshal to
At the last session of the legislature,
succeed the late Arthur F. Busweil.
Mr.
people from Washington and Hancock
Harmon is a democrat, and a former
counties united, and a bill was endorsed
deputy sheriff.
providing for the erection of a hatchery
State Detective Thomas Gehigan, of at Tunk
pond m Hancock county, but
Bangor, formerly a fish and game warden, five miles from the Washington county
and for the past thirteen
years a private lines. The measure failed of a passage,
detective at Bar Harbor during the sumhowever, as the commissioners believed
mer season, died
Friday.
they would be able to build a hatchery
Cheston D. Dexter, of Bangor, a Civil out of their appropriations for 1914.
war veteran,
The new hatchery will cover the eastern
formerly in the hardware
business, later In the grocery business, section of the State, the nearest hatchery
and for the past twelve years a
travelling being located at Enfield. Under the pressalesman for a wholesale meat house, died ent conditions fish have to be transported
in the spring from the Enfield hatchery
Friday, aged seventy-six year*1.
Harry B. Ivers, general manager of the and in the fall from the Monmouth and
Cumberland County Light & Power Co., Belgrade hatcheries, incurring a large exWork on the Tunk pond hatchery
and formerly of the Bangor Electric
Co., pense.
will begin in the spring as soon as the
has resigned to go to
Boston, where he weather
conditions will permit.
has purchased a
interest in

matically-lighted

hour, seaworthy,

TUNK POND

receives

kindly grant

safety,

GAKIBOU.

things

in

mind,

ask

Therefore,

all

yourself

Can I afford to be without
If you need further details

New
and

with

as to

a

telephone?

cost, ask the manager

England Telephone
Telegraph Company
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Capt. N. H. Means Marks Back to
Days of Jackson Surplus Money.
Capt. Nehemlah H. Means, of Ellsworth,
remembers
distinctly the election of
Andrew Jackson as President for bis
second term in 1832. He recalls as a boy
attending a town meeting with his father
when the distribution of the surplus
money ordered returned to the people by
President Jackson was under discussion.
The town house where the meeting w as
held was then located near Contention

The many friends of Judge E. E. Chase,
Bluehiil, regret to know of his critical

the

rate

of *2 pet

vear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made knowD on application.
Business communications should be addressed
so, and all checks and money orders made pay
hole to The Hancock Cocntt Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

poor health

ported

who has been in

Judge Chase,

illness.

taoscrlptlon Price—*2.00 a year; *1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents lor three months; if paid
strictly in advance. *150, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar.
rearageB

Hancock county has lost one of its most
distinguished sons in tbe death of Edwin
school-book
the
Ginn,
publisher, a

of

BT THE

HANCOCK

IN OLDEN TIME.

native of Orland.

EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT
ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

as

for

some

time, is to-day

re-

very low.

Hancock county is to have another fish
and game
The inland fii9h
commissioners have announced that a
hatchery will be built at Tunk pond. This
is the first State hatchery in this section
of Maine, the other two hatcheries in
Green Lake and Craig
Hancock county
Brook
being government hatcheries.

hatchery.

—

—

This week’s edition of The
American is 2.550 copies.

Hancock county
dairymen to aim at: Sophie XIX, a cow
2,677 owned at Lowell, Mass., has broken tbe
world’s milk production record for Jerseys

Average per week for 1913,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28,

1914.

Here is

for
an

a

the

Remedy.

It is good for a community to have
its shortcomings pointed ont by an
unprejudiced observer. Even though
he may tell ns nothing we did not
know before, the very fact that others
see our failings brings them home to
with new force. We feel just a
little bit ashamed to be held up for an
arm’s-length view of ourselveB.

year and five years, according to
official announcement from tbe Ameri-

Cattle Club.

addition

diagnosing onr
unprejudiced obthe remedy, then,

to

this same

out
indeed, there is real cause for shame
if we do not honestly seek to apply
server

the

points

remedy.

This is just what Rev. Mr. Booth
did at the meeting of the Ellsworth
Merchants’ association last Friday
evening. A new-comer in Ellsworth,
he has

already

discovered the lack of

which characterizes Ellsworth
business community, manifest by

nnity
as

a

a

yield

The total

just

for the year of

17,557 pounds, twelve ounces of milk,
equivalent to 1,175 pounds, seven ounces
of butter. The five years' yield amounted
to
to

54,253 pounds, two ounces, equivalent
4,42S pounds, fourteen ounces of butter.
POLITICAL NOTES.

us

If, in
disease,

for

one

can

Apply

mark

Jersey
j completed
gives

..

|Tna American invites announcements
from candidates of all parties in the coming
primaries, to be published in this column.
This is purely a news colnmn. and announcements will be treated as such. It will introduce to tbe voters of all parties the men who
ask for their sapport. bat no candidate will
given, intentionally, any advantage over
another, either as betweeen candidates for
nomination within his own party, or as between parties.]
At the progressive headquarters in
Portland it is announced that a full State
ticket will be put in the field, and candidates are already being discussed. Among
those prominently mentioned for governor are Morrill N. Drew, of Portland;
Jesss M. Libby, of Mechanic Falls, and
Hal. P. Gardner, of Patten.
be

organizations with the same
primary object—the advancement of
Percy L. Aiken, of .Sorrento, has anEllsworth commercially and indusnounced himself as a candidate for the retrially—but pulling apart instead of
publican nomination for county attorney.
pulling together, dissipating their Mr. Aiken has a wide acquaintance
force, and defeating the very ends throughout the county. He was born in
two

which both seek.
The disease prescribes

remedy:
Get together!
The remedy is

Bucksport forty-one years ago, the
John S. Aiken, and was educated in the
schools of that town. He went to Sorson

its

own

of

1900, and has been postmaster there
since 1903. He has also served as chairman of selectmen and assessors for many
He was graduated from the law
years.
department of the University of Maine
in the class of 1913, and was admitted to
the bar last year. He is a life-long republican, active in the party for many years.
rento in

so

simple,

and it lies

within ourselves. Shall we apply it,
shall we continue our internal
bickerings and banterings
playing
or

—

the fiddle while Rome burns?
And who will pay the fiddler?
Ool. Frederick

Hale, of Portland,
EDWIN GINN DEAD.
recuperating after
a severe illness,
has virtually an- Native of Hancock County—Head of
Ginn Publishing Co.
nounced his candidacy
to succeed
Edwin Ginn, head of the school-book
Congressman Hines, of the first dispublishing house of Ginn & Co., and
trict.
CoL Hale cables:
"Regret
widely known as an advocate of internaCongressman Hines’ withdrawal. I tional peace and for his interest in welfare
who is now abroad

expect to

February.
ing among

home the last of
If I then find general feelthe republicans of the disreturn

trict that I should enter the contest
for the nomination, will do so, and
make the best fight I can for nomination and election.”
As yet no
other candidate has announced himself.

Henry Ford, the automobile manufacturer, in his 810,000,000 profit-sharing plan, has furnished one answer to
the question why men don’t marry.
They think they cannot support a
Wife on average wages.

Within two

work, died last Wednesday at
Winchester, Mas9. Mr. Ginn

his

home in
ill

had been

for many weeks.

Edwin Ginn was born in Orland, Feb.
14, 1838, the son of James and Sarah
(Blood) Ginn. At the age of fourteen he

Westbrook, where he attended
seminary. At .the age of seventeen he
began to teach in the district school in

went to
the

obtain funds with which to continue his education.
When twenty years old he was graduated from the seminary and entered Tufts
college. While there, his eyesight failed,
and he was obliged to depend upon classmates to read his lessons to him. He was
j graduated from Tufts in 1862, and six
order to

weeks, seventy-five employees of the months after leaving college began travelFord factory have
married, and j ling as a book agent.

licenses issued indicate that several
hundred more will marry within the
next month.

Ex-Governor Bert

M.

Fernald is

likely to be the republican candidate
for Congress from the second district.
He has not announced his candidacy—
in fact, has declared that he is not a
candidate—but prominent republicans
throughout his district are urging him
to enter the

primaries.

A Bar Harbor man

“Master Mariner”, in
Portland

In 1867 he began to pabiish on his own
j
account. Fred B. Ginn was soon admitted
to partnership with him, and the firm became Ginn Brothers.
In 1876 D. C. Heath
associated himself with the firm, and in
1881 the house became known as Ginn,
Heath & Co.
This partnership was dissolved in 1885, when Mr. Heath went into
business for himself. Since that time the
firm name has been Ginn & Co.
Mr. Ginn’s interest in world peace dates
back many years, but about five years ago
he set in

operation

a

scheme

a

letter to the

on

work, and set aside
$1,000,000 for the cause.
had been at

signing himself

Active interest in the

began with

Mr.

which

he

fund

of

a

housing problem

Ginn about

twelve years

Express

Advertiser, calls ago, when he purchased a site of land on
timely attention to the crying need of the Charlesbank. There he had built a
a faster boat for coast
patrol on the five-story fireproof structure, containing
Maine coast,
especially in winter. 305 rooms in suites of two, three and four
We reprint
week.

the

article

in full this

Vice-President Frank L. Marshal)

of the United States has
accepted an
invitation to deliver the commencement address to the
graduating class
at the University of Maine this
year,

Wednesday, June

10.

Governor Haines has been making
a strong fight in Washington in the
interest of the Maine lobster industry.
Ex-Governor Plaisted has received
the Augusta post-office plum.
Rev. W. F. Berry Found Guilty.
Wilbur F. Berry, D. D., of WaterVille, the Maine civic league porker, was
found guilty of the charge of criminally
libelling Associate JuBtioe George F.
Haley, of the Maine supreme court, by a
Jury in the Cumberland county superior
Rev.

court.
Counsel for Dr. Berry filed a motion of
arrest of judgment. A hearing on this
will be held at a time to be fixed by
counsel. If the motion is granted by
Judge Connolly, Mr. Berry will be discharged. If it is overruled he will be
Sentenced. His counsel then could take

and the case would go to the
Jaw term of the supreme coart. The motion is based on a contention that the inan

exception

dictment

was

defective.

SttuTtiKnunta.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

rooms.

The property is controlled by

a

board of trustees.
In 1869 Mr. Ginn was married to Miss
Clara Glover, who died in 1890. Three
years later he married Miss Marguerita
Francesca Grebe, of Philadelphia, who
survives him. There are five children—
Maurice Ginn, who resides in Southern
California; Miss Jessie Ginn, who lives in
Springfield, and Miss Ciara Ginn, who is
in California, all by the first wife; Edwin
Ginn, a student at the Middlesex school,
and Miss
Marguerita C. Ginn, who is
studying at Miss Porter’s school at Farmington, Conn.

Following

promise made when he
World Peace Foundation,

his

established the

Edward Ginn, in his will, filed Monday,
provides for the continuance of the work.
He
also
remembers the
Charlesbank
homes. Besides legacies to the members
of his family there are bequests to employees of Ginn & Co.
Mr. Ginn leaves $800,000. the income of
which is to be paid to the Peace Foundation, and be expresses the hope that sometime there may be established an international supreme court whereby prosbe
pects of peace may
disposed of
amicably. When such a time comes, all
the money is to go to the Charlesbank

homes.

Tufts college ip give.* $10,000; Westbrook
seminary at Westbrook, Me., $10,000; Ingleside home, $10,000, and $15,000 more if

the home will raise the same amount.
Of the residue, one-tenth goes to Tufts
college, one-tenth to Westbrook, and
one-third of one-tenth to Ingleside home.

cove,

then

the

center of

population

Surry, but later it was moved to
ent location in Surry village.
ally be recalls the moving of
bouse to Sorry, it being hauled

yoke

of

Paul’s Personal Appearance.
AH that we know of Paul's personal
appearance from his own writings Is
found In II Cor. x. 10, which indicates
that he did not possess the advantage

|

of

its

presIncidentthe town

by

or imposing presHis stature was somewhat diminutive, his eyesight weak (see Acts
xxill, 5, and Gal. iv, 15). nor did he regard his address as impressive. Much
of this personal criticism, however,
may have been the outcome of the
apostle's desire to avoid magnifying
himself or his own talents. A fourth
century tablet represents him as venerable looking and dignified, with a
high, bald forehead, full bearded and
with features indicating force of character. One ancient writer says Paul's
A11 the
nose was strongly aquiline.
early pictures and mosaics, as well as
some of the early writers (among them
Malalus and Nicepborus) agree In describing the apostle as of short stature,

of

many

oxen.

a

Clement’s MUSIC Store

distinguished

Carries Pianos and

ence.

At the meeting it was decided to dis- j
tribute Surry’s part of the surplus money
to the people of the town at fl per capita,
man, woman or child, the balance to go
The men of large
to the town treasury.
families—and large families were thts rule I with long face, prominent eyebrows,
in those days—were considered fortunate,
clear complexion and a winning exas their part of the money was no small
pression, the whole aspect being that
help.
! of power and dignity. The oldest
old
remembers
the
also
Means
Capt.
known portrait Is the Roman panel of
Frenchman’s Bay revenue-cotter Argus.
the fourth century, already referred to
She needed to be an Argus indeed, for in
above.—Christian Herald.
those days smuggling by Englishmen
from West Quoddy Head to the islands
Easy Solution.
along the coast was a lively occupation.
■
Say,” said the “wise guy" to the
The Argus was commanded by Capt.
“did you hear about
Thomas Haskell, of Surry, from 1832 to patient listener,
that fellow who came in on a South
about 1842. She was a pinky-stern, rakish
American liner the other day and nolittle craft, painted blacic, with the stars
body could make him understand any
and stripes flying from her main topmast.
one of seventeen different languages?
She mounted one small gun.
They even tried him with the deaf
The custom-honse, as well as the county
and dumb'stuff, but he only shook his
court-house and jail, were then located at
Finally they
Castine. Edward S. Jarvis was duputy- j head and said nothing.
had to send him back to the boat and
collector at Surry.
of his life
Capt. Haskell, of the Argus, bad orders he'll probably spend the rest
sailing back and forth between here
to look after the smugglers, and if he saw
and South America, as nobody knows
a suspicious-looking craft, he gave chase
what country he comes from. I bet I
if
to her, tiring a shot across her bow
could find where he hails from. SimIn 1838 or ’39,
she failed to heave to.
Capt. Haskell took a small schooner trad- plest thing in the world. Just get a
ing contraband goods, and brought her collection of coins from all countries
and place them before him one after
into Barry, turning her over to Deputyanother.
When the right one came
Collector Jarvis.
The captain of the smuggler, a man
along he'd show his nationality right
there. They all talk for money, you
named Bolliver, and hia wife and eon,
know.”—New York Tribune.
were on board tbe schooner wben she was
captured, and became residents of Surry,
Capt. Bolliver buying a piece of land of
Gravity of a Spinning Top.
A spinning top Is kept from falling
Capt. Means’ father, where be built a
small bouse and where be lived until bis ; because of the speed with which It redeath.
The attraction of gravitation
i volves.
In 1S40 William H. Harrison, whig, was Is temporarily overcome by the centrifelected President, and with the change of ugal force produced by the rotation of
administration came a change in tbe revthe top when it is spun.
Each part
enue
service.
Tbe custom-house was
of the top is subject to the same cenmoved to Ellsworth, and a new revenue
trifugal force as each other part at the
cutter was put on in this district.
! same distance from the axis of rotaCapt. Means remembers many times see- | tlon and to no greater force, so that
ing eight or ten canoes full of Indians land there Is no cause for the top being
at tbe carrying-place, still known by that
pulled lu any particular direction by
the force of gravity. As soon as the
name, end carry across to the back bayt
now called Morgan’s bay.
Tbe carrying- centrifugal force begins to lessen beplace was a famous camping-ground for cause of lessening speed of rotation the
attraction of gravity begins to be extbe Indians, and Capt.iMeans has, as a
boy, visited there wben quite a village of erted again and the top begins to wobble.
When the spinning motion diIndians was in camp.
Capt. Means moved from Surry to Ells- minishes to such an extent that the
worth in the spring of 1863. He says the attraction of gravitation becomes greatwinters are nowhere near as severe as er than the centrifugal force the top
they used to be. The bay always froze falls to one side.
dowm so far that no water could be seen, I
and frequently tbe ice was Arm out to tbe
Old Estimate of Field Hands.
The sixteenth century Earl of WariBlands. On April 14, 1854, Capt. Means,
wick stayed the slaughter after the
with a horse and sleigh, went on the
ice at Contention cove and drove ten
suppression of Kett's rising by an armiles down tbe bay and back that nightgument' which shows how completely
Tbe ice that year left the bay on April 27. agricultural workers were regarded as
==-| mere “hands.” Of the 20,000 insurgents who had encamped with Kett on
Sunday School Contest.
Household heath 2,000 or 3.000 had
The wretched walking of Sunday did
been killed in the battle, the strength
not discourage the enthusiasts in the Sunof the victors lying in German und
day school competition. North Ellsworth
Italian mercenaries. Kett himself was
had five more present than a week ago,
although in that part of the city the travhanged from the walls of Norwich
elling was even worse than the preceding castle, forty-five others were hanged,
drawn and quartered in the market
Sunday.
The standing of the schools is as folplace, and 300 in all are said to have
lows:
Congregational, 46.85; Baptist, been executed. Warwick checked the
44.85; Ellsworth Falls, 43.25; Methodist, demand for increasing the number of
38.25; North Ellsworth, 28.45. With the victims by asking, "What shall we do.
workers warming up in enthusiasm and
then—hold the plow ourselves, play
the carters and labor the ground with
zeal, no school is secure in its position.
The race for the ribbons to be awarded
our own hands?”—Iarndon Chronicle.
for attendance and growth is even more
interesting than the contest for the banDavid Livingstone.
ner.
The leaders for the attendance ribDavid Livingstone will always rank
bons are: 1, Mrs. Whitney’s class, Ellsamong the most illustrious of the Afworth Falls; 2, Miss Holmes’ class, Conrican explorers. He was a real pathgregational; 3, Miss Milliken’s class, finder and civilizer as well as a most
Ellsworth Falls.
devoted Christian and philanthropist.
In the contest for the ribbon for growth,
T'pon his large and lasting fame there
the B. B. B. class of the Baptist school
seems to be not a single blot.
From
has passed the B. B. class, bat neither is
the spot in Africa where he died, near
among the first three, which are: 1, Mrs.
Chitambos village, on the Malilano,
Pomeroy’s class, Methodist; 2, Mrs. Livingstone's body was in 1871 taken
Whitney’s class, Ellsworth Falls; 3, Mrs. to England and deposited with high
Greely’s class, Methodist.
honors in Westminster abbey, the government bearing all the expenses of
Green Mountain Pomona.
the elaborate funeral.
Following is the program for the meetTwo Views.
ing of Green Mountain Pomona grange,
with Pamoia grange, Hancock, Saturday,
"What I want to see,” said the reFeb. 7:
former, “Is a city that knows absoluteOpening song..Grange ly nothing of graft.-’
Address of welcome.O W Foss
"That’s Just what I’d like to see,” reResponse.Fred Noyes plied the ward politician.
"W’ouldn’t
“Profitable
for
Hancock
Topic,
Crops
; It be u gold mine for the right parCounty and Organization of the Farties!”—Washington Star.

and

For Cash

C
Oa

the

•

mers”.Chester Stratton
Recess

Quite a Word.
Singing.Grange !
What word is there in the English
Conferring fifth degree
Music.
Selected
language the first two letters of which
Topic, Explanation of interstate comsignify a male, the first three a female,
merce law, and the public utilities bill,
the first four a great man. and the
which will be voted upon at the next
whole a great woman? Heroine.
N
Benson
legislature.Elliot
Faper, .“Some Hints on Home Nursing
The Uplift.
Without a Nurse”.Mrs B B Lyon
“I believe I’ll go In for the uplift.
Original poem, “Declaration of Grange
Everybody ought to go in for the upPurposes’’
lift, don’t you think?”
Question box
"I s’pose so.
What office do you
SURRY.
want?”—Pittsburgh Post
Mrs. Clarissa E. Billington, who had
been ill all winter, died Wednesday, January 21, at the home of her son, H. C. Billington, where the funeral services were held
Friday. Rev. P. A. A. Kiilam, of Ellsworth,
officiated. MrB. Billington was eightythree years old, and had been a widow for
several years. She is survived by two sons,
Henry C., of Surry, and Frank W., of
Brewer.
________

The merchant who does not advertise in
a dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.

Bad Form.
Beggar—Kind sir. I’m hungry. Cholly Van Violet—But you certainly
rawn’t be Intending to dine at this
time of the evening in those clothes!—
Tonkers Statesman.
General Need.

Payment Plan

Easy

r\ FMFNT
i I ^
vLCi*lCi

I

J

on

99 MA,N STREET,
Bar Harbor, Maine.

Co In.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Fred E. Grace went down to Harrington
Monday afternoon for a few days’ visit
with relatives.

on

A. W. Ellis and wife have been in Seal
Harbor for a few days’ visit with Samuel
Candage and wife.
The many friends here of William E.
and wife, of Mariaville, were sorry
to learn of the death of Mrs. Cross.
In spite of the bad walking Sunday, the
Cross

Sunday school had its normal attendance,
over seventy-flve per cent, of the regular
attendants being present.
Henry, the four-year-old son of Richard
Smith and wife, is seriously ill of pneumonia. Miss Anderson, a trained nurse
from Bangor, is with him.

Percy E. Flood, who has employment
with the Haynes & Chalmers, Co., Bangor,
is spending a part of this week here with
his parents, Asa C. Flood and wife.
The pastor will present a lecture next
Sunday evening, illustrated with many
pictures of African scenery and people,
“Through Gayaland and Mashona land.”

When winter skies are doll and gray.
And summer birds have flown away;
When not a flower decks the hill.
And even insect sounds are still;
When winds go moauing through the trees,
And all the beauty that one sees
Is cloud ships sailing to and fro,
How good is seems to see a crow.
To see a crow and hear it caw,
W’hat though the winds are bleak and raw!
This speck of black with flapping wings
Unto the drooping spirit brings
A feeling of contented cheer,
As though a long-lost friend drew near.
He brightens winter’s dreary days,
This crow with all his homely ways.
And when a flock of them invade
The stillness, and on dress parade,
O’er snow-white fields with stately tread,
Or circling darkly overhead,
Disport in antics that proclaim
Them despots, still their very name
In winter makes our pulses glow—
We love them though their name is Crow.

Take Hall’s

JFor Salt.
T308T-CARDS—All new; Valentine. Wash*
A
ington’s Birthday, Easters (cards and
booklets). Stork announcements, r-cenics
Greetings, etc. Assorted. 12 for lOcts. Art
Post Card Co.. Auburn, Me.

three-seated, double-runner
pung, in first-class condition. Alley’s
stable, Franklin St., Ellsworth.

PUNO—Large

furniture.

Lizzir
Goodins,
SECOND-HAND,
Ellsworth.

Upper

Apply

Mrs
street

to

Main

fllnnttti.
what’s here! Easy money
for you in practical household article.
Twin Citt Co., Auburn. Me. Box 2o4.

AGENTS—Look
^NOWSHOES
snowshoes.

Pair men’s
second-hand
Address box 584, Ellsworth,

—

Me.

lUgal Notices.
NOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE.
of Camcommon-

Eugene

Simpson,
WHEREAS.
bridge, county of Middlesex,
wealth of Massachusetts,
his

mortgage

as.

Treasurer’s office, Jan. 27,1914.
is a true list of bank deposit
for distrito me
shares,
by F. L.
Heath, former county treasurer, under sod in
compliance with chapter 170 of the public
laws of 1918 of said State of Maine.
Amt A
Estate
Late Res
int
Moses Q. Buck,
Me.
1117 78
Bucksport,
Tbos. Stanley, 2nd,
10 00
Cranberry I, Me.,
120 28
Ellsworth, Me.,
Margaret Turner,
Samuel Royal,
8 97
**
8 97
Hattie E Davis.
27 28
Surry, Me.,
Samuel B. Freethy,
3 39
Brooklln, Me.,
3 39
**
3 38
David W Mosley,
15184
Hancock, Me.,
Giles H. Sargent,
Mt. Desert, Me.,
11 68
B. A. Blairdbli
Treasurer for said county.

following
THE
books, representing uncalled
butive
transferred

maple.

Family Pills for constipation.

political Snnounccmmts.
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
Sorrento,

on-

Inquire of George

STATE OF MAINE.

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O,
WTe, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gists.

5 minutes from postofflce.
E. Fipibld, Ellsworth.

Hancock

There are sixteen maples in the United
States, most of them being eastern species*
The most valuable, not only because of
the product of its sap but also of the
is sugar

lower

deed dated October 81, 1904, and recorded in
the Hancock county registry of deeds, book
411, page 529, conveyed to Emery B. Dunbar
and Harvey W, Dunbar, both of Sullivan,
county of Hancock, State of Maine, co partners in trade constituting the firm of Dunbar
Brothers, a certain lot or parcel of land described m said mortgage deed aa follows, to
wit: One undivided half interest in and to
ft certain tractor parcel of land situated in
East Sullivan, Maine, and described as follow, viz: Lot containing ten acres, more or
less, known locally aa the ’’Jabez Simpson
Lot”, conveyed from George L. Simpson, of
Ogdensbnrg, New York, to JullettO. Simpson. ot Sullivan, aforesaid, by deed dated
March 28, a d. 1890, and recorded in said Hancock county registry of deeds, in book us,
page 209, to which reference may be had for a
more complete description, and whereas, the
conditions of said
have
been
mortgage
broken, now therefore, by reason of such
breach of conditions, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Haevry W. Dunbar, surviving
member of the firm of Duubar Brothers.
By W. B. Blaisdell, bis attorney.
Sullivan, Ms., Jan. 27,1914.

By Helen M. Riehardeon.

lumber,

rooms/wUhcelu'r
and sbed; bath room; furnace; cook
TENEMENT—Five
■tove; carpets; storm doors and windows

by

Winter Friends.

1

—

Player Pianos

Small Instruments of all kinds, and everything in
the music l’ne. Talking Machines, Sewing Machines
and Supplies, Cabinets, Bicycles and Sundries, Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards.

Maine, Jan. 28, 1914.

of Hancock County:
I hereby announce myself as a candidate to
be voted for in the primaries of June, 1914, by
the republican party, for the office of county
To the Voter $

attorney.
I am a member of the bar in active practice,
a graduate of the University of Maine College of Law, have beeu in business in this
county more than twenty years, and always
an active republican.
If elected, I pledge myself to fulfil the duties
of the office to the full extent of my ability.

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
1
Charles 8. Grippin
No. 10,331.

Bankrupt,

To

the

\

creditors of Charles

8.

Griffiin, of

Sullivan, in the county of Hancock aDd district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 17th
■^J"OTICE
1 \ day of January, a. d. 1914, the said
Charles S. Griffin was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the tirst meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, Ellsworth, Me., on the 10th day of February, a. d.
1914. at 1.30 o’clock in the afternoon, at which
time
the
said
creditors may
attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me.. Jan. 27. 1914.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
State Highway Work.
the

proposals will be received
office of the
Commission.
SEALED
Augusta.
Maine, until eleven o’clock
at

a.

m..

Saturday,

January 31, 1914 and at that time publicly
opened and read, for hauling four thousand cubic yards of gravel on state highway
M beginning at the Ellsworth-Trentou line
and extending southerly two miles in the

National

town of Trenton. Instructions to bidders,
specifications and further information may be
obtained by
application to the Commission.
A certified check payable to the treasurer of
the State of Maine for 10 per cent, of the
amount of the bid must accompany the proposal. The right is reserved to
any or
all bids.
Maine Highway Commission.
Lyman H. Nelson, Chairman.
Philip J. Dkering.
William M. Ayer.

BOOK No. S45, issued by the savings
department of the Burbill National
Bank, of Ellsworth, Me. Finder will please
retarn to bank.

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last wiil and testament of
▲RAMINTA B. DEBECK, late of FRANK-

Very truly yours,
Percy L. Aiken.

reject

Eoet.
will please return
Bank, Ellsworth.

Bubrill

to

PASS

LIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for

Sithnlieemnas.
IT

SAVES YOU

settlement, and all indebteo

MONEY.

Howard’s Dyspepsia Specific;
Regular Price, 50c. G. A. Parcher’s Price, 25c.

The special hall-price sale of Dr. How-

specific tor the cure of constipation
dyspepsia by G. A. Parcher means the

ard’s

saving of

a

few dollars

on

every family’s

yearly bill for medicines.
Each 50-cent bottle (Mr. Parcher sells it
for

25c.) contains sixty

doses of

a

medicine

that iB pleasant to take and which

can

thereto

are

re-

quested to make paymeut immediately.

Dr.

and

THE

bo

depended upon to cure the worst case of
constipation, dyspepsia or liver trouble.
This remedy is not an
ordinary medicine.

It is the favorite formula of a wellknown physican, and has the endorsement of hundreds of physicians of emi-

nence in their
profession, who prescribe
“By the way, old chap, I need a little it in ail cases of
constipation, dyspepsia
money.”
“You may consider yourself for- or liver trouble, knowing from experitrroate. I need a whole lot”—Boston ence that it will make a complete and
Transcript
lasting cure.

Franklin, Jan. 14, 1914.

Embry W. Smith
Sidney 8. DkBeck.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator with will annexed of the estate of
ELZIRA A. McNEIL, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds ae the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imH. P. Blaisdell.
mediately.
Franklin, Jan. 14, 1914.

THE

iatmcttienjunts.

UNION OK KKKORT.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

of Annual Meeting of KllaKeynote
H
Association.
worth Merchants’
for the civic, commercial
Union of effort
of Ellsworth
industrial advancement at the annual
*
sounded
the keynote
the Ellsworth Merchants’ as-

hunting
APACHES

Bociation last Friday.
Buy in
together for Ellsworth!
Ellsworth!
about
Brag

BY DWIGHT NORWOOD

*”tingot

Ellsworth!
Hnnat Ellsworth!

“smoker”, and deThe business of the
promptly disposed of, but
for a diaouaaion of
the members lingered
Vari“for the good of the city”.
was

a

lightfully

'“tine'was
matters

topics were touched upon, opinions
aired, but the most vital point unof getting
derlying all was the necessity
revival of public spirit
together. If the
es

e|,.

at

felt by everyone

the meeting could be
business

transmitted to every
Ellsworth, getting together

man

in

would be

un-

would be together.
necessary. They
of the meeting
The first business
ten
election of new members,

was

names being
of the

ports

new

accepted.

Re-

secretary and treasurer

were

presented

and

then received.
resulted as folThe election of officers
President, Roy C. Haines; vicelows
secretary,
president, Col. C. C. Burrill; Walter
M.
Harold L. Hooper; treasurer,
W. H.
Allen; trustees, W. A. Alexander,
Titus, been E. Howe.
It was at Preaident Estey’s request that
the presidency was made.
a change in
since
Mr. Estey has served continuously
five
the organization of the association,
and thought it best for the
years ago,
interest of the association that there
later
Ibould be a change in the officers,
of thanks was
in the evening a rising vote
for his faithful service.
given to Mr. Estey
Col. Burrill was the first speaker on his
feet liter business was disposed of, and he
brought up the matter of a public dock or
Undiug for small boats on the river,
which has several times been broached,
but on which little progress has been made
Col. Burrill snd President-elect Haines
were appointed a committee to again bring
tbs matter before the city government.
Later in the evening Col. Burrill drew
some sinking comparisons between Ellsworth ss it was when the city was Incorporated in 1869 and Ellsworth as it i§ today, pointing out some ot the reasons
thereto as he brw them, and why the
business men ot Ellsworth should “wake
ap and do something".
Rev. Sydney S. Booth, who had just
been elected a member ot tbe association,
spoke from the viewpoint of an “outsider”, as he styled himself. He spoke of
the fine advantages of tbe city—advantages
which tbe citizens, many of tbem, failed
realize themselves, or, realizing tbem,
failed to push to the front at every opto

portunity.
He found here two organizations ot
business men, bat instead of working

pulling apart. This
wts worse than useless, it was not only a
dissipation ot force, but it gave a bad impression to visitors to the city. The first
thing necessary for tbe advancement of
Ellsworth, he thought, was for these two
organizations to get together.
Several others Bpoke on tbe same lines,
tnd the sentiment of the meeting was decidedly in favor of a “get together" movetogether, they

ment.

It

was

were

recommended that the

year ot

accompliahment.
STAXDING COMMITTEES.

Since the meeting, President Haines has

standing

announced the

committees

for

the year. A departure from the old order
has been made, wbich it is believed will
make committee work tar more effectual.
A new executive committee has been
created, called the presidential committee,
which will confer with and advise the
president upon matters of business, and
outline the work to be done by tbe different

standing committees. In this way
the proper work of committees will be
turned over to tbem for completion, and
there will be no longer tbe cry from the
committeemen that they know not of what
committees they form a part, or what is
expected of them. In so far as is possible,
*11 matters
coming before any meeting
will be turned over to the
proper committees.
With this idea
in mind, President
Hiiaes has asked the following named
gentlemen to Berve upon the different
committees, to which they are hereby appointed:

Presidential-Charles C. Burrill, Harold
Hooper, Walter M. Allen, Edward F.
Robinson, jr., Lunwood H. Cushman,
Frank R. Moore, Pearl 8. Hutchings, Frank
J
Hunleavy, Charles E. Monaghan, EdH.

ward u.

Moore.

Membership William A. Alexander,
“On RRowe, Charles W. Joy.
Finance—Charles E. Monaghan, Rev. T.
»•
Ross, Charles I. Staples.
Trade, Transportation and Highways—
Howard W. Dunn, John A. Haynes,
Charles W. Grindal.
Industries-Charles C. Burrill, Dr. A. C.
Hagertby, Edward G. Moore.
T. Sowle, Harvard c.
Jordan, George B. Stuart.
Advertising and Publication Edward
Robinson, jr., Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
—

legislation—Benjamin

—

°nn A.

Cunningham.
Agriculture Michael J. Drummey,
Hollis B.
Estey, Charles L. Morang.
—

Education and Health-Rev. Sydney S.
“°oth, Dr. Charles C. Knowlton, WUliam

E.

WhitiDg.

Conventions
Harvard
C.
Jordan,
rles H.
inland, and the mayor of Ella—

Worth.

TitusrjBtp "eF‘ We8cott’ W- U
collected 40,000 pounds
onSL1®1,6!18er»‘ee
yeaf ,or
reforestation

m8t

us®

*n

reforested

Miss Natalie Johnston and
George
Anderson were visitors in school Friday.
The superintendent was in the school

fighting

is

a

thing of the past

til be was missed and some one would
be sent back to find him dead and
time

when

we

were

after

Whereas, The Great Reaper, with sickle in
hand, has again entered our harvest field and
garnered unto Himself our dearly beloved
sister, Annie G. Carter;
Resolved, That in the death of Sister Carter, Harvest Home grange has lost one of its
most faithful and loyal members; that while
we rejoice in her release from long suffering
and pain, we shall sadly miss her cheerful
smile and ever-ready words of love and sympathy.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the sorrowing family, and commend them to the love and mercy of our
Heavenly Father who doeth all things well.
Resolved, That in memory of our dear
sister, our charter be draped for thirty days;
a copy oi these resolutions be spread upon
our records; one sent to the bereaved family,
and copies sent to The Ellsworth American
and Bangor Commercial for publication.
Clara I. Carter,
Lbttie A. T. Guptill,
Altie Cunningham,
Committee.

Removes The Cause

In Memorlam.
A writer in the Bangor News pays this
tribute] to the late Mrs. Nancy J. Joy,
widow of Horatio N. Joy, formerly of
Ellsworth, who died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. C. W. Currier, in Brewer,
Dec. 12:

Cough Gone and She Feels Stronger
"I had

a chronic cold and cough which kept me awake mghta for two
and
I felt tired all the time. I took Vinol for my cough. It enrol
years
it and I feel stronger in every way.” (Mrs.) D. A. McGee, Wayrnne. (la.
Chronic coughs yield to Vinol because it builds up the weakened

We call her dead, but her influence, that
great silent mystery, will live long in our
hearts, and the lives of those who knew her
will be better for having known her. Her
memory will long be an inspiration. “We
sleep, bat the loom of life never stops, and
tbe pattern which was weaving when the sun
went down is weaving when it comes up to-

I

out oil.
Yov

BLL8WORTH

The

was

lalMiiil

K. Perkins, r g
Haynes, 1 f
Gross, 1 g
Whitcomb, r f
Whitcomb, c
Dunbar, c
M. Perkins, 1 f
McGown, 1 b
Shea, r b
Wescott, g
M.
Scorer,
Whitcomb; timer, H. Treworgy.
The next game, Friday, Jan. 30, at Ellsworth, will be the long-expected/and
much-discussed game with Bar Harbor
Y. M. C. A. This will be a harder game
than Ellsworth has had so far this season,
and will be certain to attract many spec-

|

tators.

LAMOINE.
There will be

a

MARINE LIST.

!

O.

Hancock County Porte.
Southwest Harbor—Ar and sld Jan 22, tug
King with barges Ontario, Lewis H,
Gypsum
St John, Spencers Island, N 8, for New York
In port—Jan 26. Br barges Canada, Gloos- !
cap, Plymouth. Bristol and Daniel M Munroe;
schs Manic Saunders, Mary J Beale, Nicker-

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINSDISAPPEAR

j
I

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Will Surely
Bring Relief—Don’t Suffer.

Rheumatism, which perhaps causes
'more suffering than any other disease, depends on an acid which
flows in, the blood, affecting the
muscles and joints, producing inflammation, stiffness and pain.
This acid gets into the blood
I|
f through some defect in the digestive

W.

F.

8c

L.

ELLSWORTH,

Property
Which Means

A School for Kids
Where they learn things to do and
say.
And then come home and make their

dance at Lamoine town

next Monday evening; if stormy,
Wednesday evening.

ball

of this

Object

is to inform every reader of The American, who has need of any kind of insurance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settlements with the lowest possible rates.

R.
R.
E.

—

“Apaches,” I said, putting on a bold
front. “The moment I fired they skeof
daddled down the hill under cover
the darkness.”
“How could you see them in the
dark?”
reThis stumped me, but further
mark was unnecessary since the mysConnover.
tery was solved by Sergeant
"was
“What he was firing at,” he said,
I washed
a boiled shirt of mine that
and
after we bivouacked last night
And
on the wire fence to dry.

not

Advertisement

owners

Fire
with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

Albert IN. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor

it takes.

"

the best

Let this

the Kids!

Bakery feed

Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
Estey Building, 87-11. Ellsworth.
■

Vitality

v

Telephone

Imparted to your whole flock by th
wholesome, invigorating effects of
la

Large

Its use makes more eggs, a greate.
per cent fertile, bigger hatches, stronger
chicks. Guaranteed or Money Back.
V
Pkga. 25c, 50c, $1.00; 25 lb. pail $2.60
IS Get Pratt a 160 Page Poultry Book.

Phone 61-2.

THE—

Keep Roup
Away

CLARION.

Sure prevention

Whether it’s a range or a fur

costs but a trifle.

‘‘Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

colds, etc., to spoil your
Prevents and cures. 26c. 60c,
and $1.00. Satisfaction Guaranteed or MoneyBack. Refuse substitutes; insist on Pratts.
§
| 144 Get Pratts 160 page Poultry Booh

J. P, ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

no roup,

by
Merrill & Hinckley, Bluehill, Maine

Q.

I'ets.

kitten.

A.

Parcher, Ellsworth, Maine,

Phonograph and Sewing
Machine Repairing
and Cleaning

lOc
the cat toy,
MEDICINES, for dog, cat, horse or Scissors and Edge Tools ground
and Honed.
All Dr. Daniels’—with free
cow.
book on care and treatment of all
Saw-setting and Filing.
these animals.
Parasols and Umbrellas Repaired

Catnip Ball,

Parcher

the

Druggist.

FOX TRAPFINO
Walter Bray, Orland Me.,
caught 24 fox, 34 mink;
Thomas Callahan, North
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamps for testimonials
Warranted
and terms.
land, water, snow sets.
Bait and scent in pint jars
R.
Edgar
for sale by

Mass.

WANTED
Paintings, Engravings
York, Ships, Colleges,
Old

d»

fa

|

$I.OU

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,

Commission ffterdyants.
The advertisements below represent some o
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless And them of value.

Lf.

BOSTON

COMDissiON.MERCHAte5
APPLES

ive

have

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

SHIP THESE AL80:

MEATS, EGGS,
Farm

and

all

Products.

you are, I wouldn’t change a
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY, FRESH
thing.” That is tho spirit of modern phoHENNERY EGGS.
tography. Long exposures in uncomfortYou get best net results by shipping us.
able and conscious attitudes are a thing of We specialize in poultry and fresh hennery
We net you higher prices. We make
In fact, having your portrait eggs.
the past.
prompt returns Remember we charge
NO COMMISSION.
taken in a modern studio is as pleasant as
us
sake
an
an

aa

informal call

on

good friends.

Make

appointment to-day.

The

For satisfaction’s

Books.

Ad-

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

ship

your

goods.

ROSENSTEIN BROS.
Boston, Mass.

37 North St.
Ref:

Hooper Studio,

PLUMBING,

Collector Will Pay Cash for Old
New

and Bath Rooms.

To Know I Make Switches
From Your Combings.

ELLSWORTH ME.

Letters and

Laundry

In Your Town
“Just

TJve Silver, Black, Cross or Patch
Foxes. Why not form a company?
Wire or write, Fundy Fox Co.
Boston Office, 45 Milk St., Boston,

Boston,

done

'NO PAY, NO WA8HRI."
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

Hodgkins.

There’s A Photographer

FOXES FOR SALE.

Autograph

repairing promptly
ELLSWORTH

Steam

and Mended.

Locksmith, General Craftsman.

Isaac L.

Page, Orland, Maine.

of

at

DAVID FRIEND’S
All kinds of

Whitcomb, Haynes Co., Ellsworth Falls, Me.,
4047
Dunbar Bros., Sullivan, Maine.

DOG BREAD; Dr. Daniels kind
for your dog or puppy.
CAT CRUMBS for your cat or

just received

175 TREMONT ST..
ROOM 57,
Boston, Mass.

For sale

Can Help YOU and Your

line

WANTED—LADIES

Roup Remedy
allows

profits.

Parcher
The Druggist

new

H. B. ESTEY A. CO.
Ellsworth. M»
Kstey Building, State St..

to meet every

Main Street,

COATS

UR

Poultry
Regulator

A. HOLZ,
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth

sure

by placing their

Insurance

play

Always give them
that’s baked;

MASON,
IVIAIIME

will be protected from fire

For Bread and Butter,
PIES and CAKES.
My, it’s a caution how many

—

men.

will bo returned i# you ere
that Vinol helped you

G. A. Parcher, Druggis*

AbtirrtiBnnmtiS.

CASTINE

!
emy.
son
1 had to take it out in listening,
BORN.
for 1 couldn't see anything unless it
The moon
was above the sky line.
At Cape Rosier, Jan 19, Charles
BLAKE
passed a thin space in the clouds just
Blake, aged 67 years, 3 months, 10 days.
as 1 heard a tinkle away down at the CLEMENT—At
Bucksport, Dec 27, to Mr and
Mrs Fred L Clement, a son.
other end of the fence.
[Dexter LePeering in
roy.j
that direction 1 saw something white.
DODGE—At Bluehill, Jan 17, to Mr and Mrs
I didn't wish to make a guy of myself
Charles H Dodge, a son.
[Lawrence Harvard.]
by firing at nothing, and I didn't wish
EATON—At Deer Isle, Jan 21, to Mr and Mrs
to take any chances with Apaches
Daniel H Eaton, twin daughters.
about. I heard another tinkle and saw EATON—At Deer Isle, Jan 20, to Mr and Mrs
Prescott J Eaton, a son.
It seemed to
the white thing move.
be on the outer side of the fence, but
MARRIED.
in another moment it was on the InI hud brought my rifle to my YOUNG—LEACH—At Penobscot, Jan 24, by
side.
Rev E A Carter, Miss Emma S Young, of
shoulder at the first sound, and, seeing
Otis, to W Groves Leach, of Penobscot.
that whatever it was had got in beDlfCD.
hind the fence. I let drive.
I could hear a prolonged rattle of
BILLINGTON—At Surry, Jan 21, Mrs Clarissa
accouterments as the line of sleeping
E Billingtou, aged 84 years, 9 months.
men arose, and their rifles sounded BUNKER-At South Gouldsboro, Jan 11, C
Leonard Bunker, aged 77 years.
like a modern machine gun. The field
CARTER—At West Ellsworth, Jan 23, Annie
officers went hurrying about, and the
G, wife of Johif Carter, aged 56 years.
company officers formed their men. CROSS—At Mariaville, Jan 25, Mary S, wife of
William E Cross, aged 54 years, 10 months,
In a few moments they were all stand7 days.
another
for
volley,
line
in
ready
EATON—At Deer Isle, Jan 22, Beatrice L, ining
fant daughter of Mr and Mrs Daniel H
but the second volley was never fired.
Eaton, aged 1 day.
The clouds broke away from before GREENLAW—At Deer Isle, Dec 28, Prescott
what
see
could
we
T Greenlaw, aged 51 years, 10 months, 23
the moon so that
days.
was going on before us, and we found
HALEY—At Saco, Jan 20, Lottie, wife of Rev
there was nothing going on. No sign
J F Haley, formerly of Bucksport.
of au Apache appeared.
JOHNSON—At Deer Isle, Dec 26, Mrs Annie
M Johnson, aged 59 years, 6 months, 10 days.
The order was given to break ranks,
MARONEY—At West Roxbury. Mass, Jan 26,
and within ten minutes the men were
Alice E Neville, wife of John Maroney,
formerly of Ellsworth Falls.
down on the ground again, most of
At Bayside (Trenton). Jan 26,
MICK
them snoring loudly enough to keep a RE
Ralph, son of Mr and Mrs Oscar liemick,
aged 6 years, 6 months.
sentry from hearing any more tinkling
tin plates. I was relieved soon after STANLEY—At North Sullivan Jan 24, Francis
Stanley.
and joined the chorus.
WHITTAKER—At Franklin, Jan 24, Henry T
The next morning our commander
Whittaker, aged 7s years, 1 mouth, 11 days.
Mrs
At Ellsworth, Jan
25,
called up the guard of the night before WISWELL
A Wiswell, aged 75 years, 9 months.
Augusta
warntired
the
and asked us who had
ing shot and at what he had fired. I
sUinirtiamtnt,
confessed that I was the man and
had fired at something white down at
the other end of the wire fence.
"Something white!” he exclaimed
contemptuously. “Did you ever know
a redskin to wear anything white?
No Indian, no Apache certainly, would
wear anything that could be seen on a

ing

money

Drcj Storm evurj'whirc that display this sign UT

and

follow the entertainment. It
is hoped those who should be interested
will bear this in mind, and make an effort
to be present.

a

dark night.”
I was dismissed with no other reprimand than this, if it could be considered a reprimand, and went off to n
campfire where my men were cooking
breakfast.
“What were you men on guard firat last night?” asked one of the

system, and heals inflammation in throat and lungs.
Vinol ia a delicious cod live; and iron tonic with-

morrow.’*

party of Apaches, not knowing when
BASKETBALL.
they would turn on us in the middle
The basket-ball team drove over to Casof the night, or, more likely, just betine laBt Friday for a game with Castine
fore dawn, we made preparations that
The score was 42-15 in favor of
would let us know of their coming. high.
Ellsworth. The line-up was as follows:
Our commander hnd taken the

precaution to bring along some barbed wire
fencing, and after getting into camp,
before turning in under our blankets,
we fenced ourselves in.
Of course we
didn't expect to keep off the red devils
with a wire fence, especially when we
weren’t helping the Intter with lead.
All we hoped for was a few moments'
delay, long enough, you know, to grab
our rifles and get on our feet.
We bivouacked one evening on a
hillside so situated that we couldn’t
very well be taken on the flank, and
Instead of running the wire around us
we stretched it before us, so that any
force coming up the hill must pass
over it.
Though the moon was in the
third quarter, the night, being cloudy,
was quite dark.
The Apaches were so
sly that in order to get a warning of
their coming we hung all the tin plates,
tin cans—anything, in fact, that would
rattle—on the wire.
I was listening then for all I was
worth for the slightest sound that
would Indicate the presence of an en-

Vmbt

dance will

scalped.
One

fl&birtisnniitt*.

ELLSWORTH.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

—

new

officers take early steps to bring this
about if possible.
Mr. Haines, tbe newly-elected president, spoke at some length on a cultivation of spirit ot unity and local pride,
loyalty to borne merchants and borne industries. He said he would announce tbe
several standing committees for tbe next
meeting, promised that they would have
work to do and that be would see that
they did it, and that he hoped at tbe next
annual meeting they could look back upon
a

Bayard Young and Howard Moor have
returned to school.

Monday.
The reporters to this column this week
are Evelyn Bellatty, Lena Camber, Albert
now, but we must remember that
It
Dorgan, Sylvia Marshall and Marcia
was only about a
generation ago that
General Custer and his men were sur- Milliken.
Last Friday evening a mass meeting of
rounded and massacred
by redskins. the students was held for the
purpose of
There is an old ordnance
sergeant at
School songs
cultivating school spirit.
one of the Atlantic
coast forts who were
sung and cheers were given with a
was a youngster in the
ranks of the heartiness which
certainly expressed in
regular army in those days and pass- an admirable
way the enthusiasm of the
ed n good many
years on the plains, school. The meeting broke up at 10.15
where Indian fighting was the
order o’clock, after the returns from Castine
of the day. He tells
yarns about his were received, with a rousing cheer for
experiences, some of them bloodcurd- the basket-ball team.
ling, some simply amazing. Here Is
The flr9t of the series of entertainments
one of the latter class:
for raising money to purchase reference
The Apaches were the worst var- books took place Monday evening, when
Mrs. Moulton gave an interesting reading.
mints one hnd to deal with,
and we
The attendance was very poor, owing in
were more afraid of them than
any
to the weather, but more
other
savages.
They were more part, possibly,
trencherous, more merciless and prac- especially to the lack of interest on the
ticed more deceptive methods than part of the people of the city in the school,
any other tribe with which I had the its needs and efforts to improve itself.
The reference books desired are very
honor to exchange shots.
When wo
were hunting them we were more sure much needed, as a visitor to the school
would quickly see. Unfortunately, howthat they weren’t hunting us.
Any
those people who should be most
man going to a spring for
water, drop- ever,
ping out of the ranks to cool off or in interested—the parents of the students—
any wise going off by himself was never visit the school and know nothing
liable to be taken in, and so noise- of the conditions there. On February 6
lessly that the rest of the command a second entertainment.will be- given, by
wouldn't know anything about it un- the Harold Moon dramatic company. A
Indian

^be meeting
informal.

Written for The American by Members of E. H. S. Press Club.

WEST

Liberty Trust Co.

Professional

X L ICE~H.

Cathe.

8 COT T

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

dress Q. A. JACKSON, 8 Perrfberton Sq.,
remains there be- | Boston. Send for list.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES
cause the liver, kidneys and skin are
A PAIR of SHOES
too torpid to carry it off.
onr 38
Twenty Years' Experience.
WILLIAM SEMPLE,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
EASILY EARNED
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
OSTEOPATH.
atviPH Any woman can earn
or mail orders promptly attended to.
blood tonic, is very successful in the
this beautiful pair of
X\[
It acts
treatment of rheumatism.
** shoes during a lit506 Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor, Me.
aizes
t,e °* her ®Pare time,
and
directly, with purifying effect, on
For particulars adIN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS
widthe blood, and through the. blood on
dress
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
th„8
BAY STATE
the liver, kidneys and skin, which it
Telephone 5—S.
HOSIERY CO., Inc.,
Telephones: Office, 1259-13; Res., 708-1
stimulates, and at the same time it
Lynn, Mass.
hung
the
digestion.
just look at it.” he added, producing ! improves
The procession of low prices is movin
Advertising is tike learning to swim
Don’t delay treatment until you
the article; “It’s riddled!”
Advertisers in THE AMERICAN art Have
I
Get Hood’s
confidence, strike out and you will right along, headed by advertisersing
“Serves you right,” said I, for hang- I are in worse condition.
and begin taking it today.
of defense.”
THE AMERICAN.
eapturing the trade.
surely win.
lug your shirt on a means
|I

| processes,

and

£)R.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

summer

she went to

a

private hospital

at

Brewer and had a cancer removed. She
rallied, and it was hoped the disease had

BKOOKUN.

NEWS.

COUNTY

Last

William Crow, had passed away.

COUNTY NEWS

K. P. hall, Jan. 31.
served.
Jan. 26.

Thelma.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
and

been

___

sardine

W orcester.

factory

will

be

started in the

Browning Gifford, in Brewer lake. The
spring. This important industry, which
Mrs. Helen M. Worcester has returned
body was recovered Thursday. Services
for years gave employment to many, has
from Seal Harbor, where she visited relawere held at his home in Fairtield Sunday.
been out of commission since A. E. FarnsMnch sympathy is expressed for Mr. Gif- tives three weeks.
worth left here several years ago.
R.
a
A.
G.
ford. Miss Evelyn Gray substituted for
T.
veteran,
Whittaker,
Henry
A. W. Archibald, D. D., and wife, so
Mr. Gifford at the high school during his died at the home of Robert Phillips Friknown as summer residents
pleasantly
for
a
healtn
ill
in
absence.
had
been
long
day. He
here, are spending the winter at Pasadena,
had
been
months
of
the
several
News was received here last week
j time and for
Cat. Dr. Archibald and w ife have spent
death of Mrs. Hitty Stanley at the home ;j cared for by Comrade Phillips and his esin California. Their son
of her daughter, Mrs. George Winslow, in
Fitchburg, Mass., at the age of eighty-one
had been
years. Although Mrs. Stanley
in failiDg health several years, the end
few
come suddenly, she being ill only a
hours. The remains will be brought here
in the spring. Mrs. Stanley leaves two
Mrs. Abbie Herrick, of this
daughters
five
place, and Mrs. Winslow, besides
grandchildren and three great-grand-

jj timable wife. The funeral was held Mon|j day. Mr. AYhittaker was a much-respected

several winters
Cecil and his wife reside in Los Angeles.

The basket-ball games arranged for Saturday between the Southwest Harbor
high and a Bar Harbor team, also between
the town team and Seal Harbor, came off
on scheduled time in spite of the heavy
rain. A fairly good crowd witnessed the
defeat of the Southwest Harbor by a score

Miss
He leaves one daughter
teacher in Cambridge, Mass.,
who was present at the funeral.
B.
Jan. 26.

j

citizen.
Carrie,

—

a

_

WEST GOCLDSBOKO.

—

Charles H.

Wood,

of

Bar Harbor,

was

in

in favor of Bar

town last week.
Mrs.

Lookout chapter, O. E. 8., held its installation Friday evening. The following
officers were installed by Mrs. Alice
Stanley, P. W. M., in a pleasing and able
Mrs. Belle Bridges, W. M.;
manner:
Edward B. Kane, WT. P.; Mrs. Uzzie
Herrick, associate matron; Mrs. Lizzie
Mayo, treasurer; Miss Musa Dollard, conductress; Mrs. Lizzie Freethey, chaplain;
Mrs. Mary Freethey, marshal; Mrs. Carrie
L Flye, organist; Miss Helen Mayo, Adah;
Mrs. Alice Stewart, Ruth; Mrs. Edith
Phillips, Esther; Mrs. Celeste Kane,
Martha; Miss Olive Kane, Electa; Mrs.
Minnie Ford, warder; E. H. Bridges,
sentinel. At the close of the installation
the worthy matron, Mrs. Belle Bridges,
presented Mrs. Alice Stanley with a past
A short program folmatron’s jewel.
lowed, after which refreshments were
served. There will be a regular meeting
Feb. 13, with work.
Une Femme.
Jan. 28.

Mrs.
to

care

Annie Sargent has gone to
for her Bister, who is ill.

by scoring
Anpoint ahead of Seal Harbor.
other game has been slated for Thursday
Trenton
night between Seal Harbor and the high
school teams.
Jan. 26.

who

are

teaching

in

Officers of Grindstone lodge, I. O. O. F.,
were installed Jan. 9, by Jobn E. Banker,
of Bar Harbor, assisted by George Prescott Cleaves. A free ball followed.

Sullivan,

Keith who has been working in
woods for F. P. Noyes, cut himself
quite badly and has gone to his home in
Winter Harbor.
L.
Jan. 26.

Capt. George Tracy, who has been very
ill of pneumonia, is slowly improving.
Mrs. E. A. Jones, of West Goulds boro, is
visiting relatives here.

Charles

the

SULLIVAN
Mrs. C.
Goodaie’s.

A.

The two daughters of H. E. Joy and
wife, who were recently operated upon at

HARBOR.

Moon is at

Dallas Tracy and wife
Franklin.

are

Mrs.

hospital in Bangor,
improved in health.

tbe

Fred

are

home,

much

Mrs. Elmira Buckings was a recent
guest of her sister, Mrs. Wallace Bickford.
Miss Susie Over and Miss Alta Cole were
week-end guests of friends here.

visiting in

The next meeting of Soros is will be held

February 6.
Mrs. Tripp,

ings bank,

on

meeting of Tremont
Jan. 19, 1914, officers

The senior clasB

his home here

Jan 12.

as a

He will be

Redman and Pocahontas held a
joint installation Thursday. A team consisting of eight Redmen from Franklin installed the Redmen, and Mrs. Bessie W.
Ray was installing officer for the PocaRefreshments were served and
hontas.
The

kind husband and

father, end also in the community, for he
was a genial man, benevolent in all good
work. The family has the sympathy of

of Sullivan high school
Maine” at Last Sulli-

presented
all. The funeral at the home was conFriday night.
ducted by Bev. E. 8. Drew.
Florence Havey, who has been employed
Jan. 26.
H.
in the telephone office at Deer Isle, reNORTH HANCOCK.
turned home Saturday.
John L. Springer was a week-end guest
Mrs. Jessie Robinson, of JBangor, was
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary Robert- of friends in Brewer.
Mrs. Waiter Abbott returned to her
son, Thursday and Friday.
home in Hiimon Friday.
Francis Stanley died Saturday morning
after an illness of nearly two years. Mr.
Mrs. A. E. Qoogins entertained a few
Stanley was one of North Sullivan’s friends at whiat
Thursday evening.
esteemed and respected citizens, and will
be greatly missed. He was a member of
Mrs. Stella Stratton visited her mother,
the Methodist church, and as long as his
Mrs. Mery West, in Egypt, last week.
health permitted was seen in bis accustomed place in the chnrch.
Mibs Linnie Tracey came up from Bar
For many
years he was superintendent of the Sun- Harbor Thursday to attend the dancing
school.
He
leaves a widow and one
day
party Thursday evening.
son, for whom much sympathy is felt.
“Down in

van

_

Jan. 26.

Jan. 28.

M.

Anon.

ORLAND.
Mrs. Marietta Hopkins, who has been
William E. Potter, of Dexter, has been
! ill of grip, is better.
in town a few days on business.
Mrs. N. J. Mosley, who has been ill the
The many friends hereof Aura Hutchins
regret to learn ol his serious illness at his past three weeks, remains about the same.
I Her eister-in-law, Mrs. Qeorge Billings, of
home in Castlne.
1
Bar Harbor, is with her.
School closed in the Hill district SaturMiss
Winifred Moore entertained a
day, after a term of five weeks; Lois
few of her little girl friends Saturday
Snowman
teacher.

Harriman,
afternoon, her seventh birthday, also that
Mias Leonora Hodgdon is recovering
of her brother George.
Dainty refreahfrom measels, and will resume her studies
ments were served.
at Bucksport seminary this week.
Jan. 26.
Mat.
Mrs. Harold A. leach, who has been in
NORTH LAMOINE.
Bangor hospital, arrived home last week,
after a severe surgical operation.
Roy Smith, who has been home the past
I
Capt. Charles H. 8aunders left Friday week, ill of grip, has returned to his work
for Searsport, where his vessel, the North- at Goodwin siding.
land, is loading. Mrs. SaunderB accomMr. Smith, of Franklin, who took bis
brother’s place in the blacksmith shop
panied him.
Mrs. Warren Kennedy and daughter daring his illness, has returned home.

I

__

MARIAV1LLE.
Sadness swept over the town Bundsy
when it was learned that Mary, wife of l

Jan. 26.

enjoyed.

Y.

An Ideal Woman's Laxative.
Who wants to take salts, or castor oil, when
there is nothing better than Dr. King's New
Life Pills for all bowel troubles. They act
gently aud naturally on the stomach and
liver, stimulate and regulate your bowels and
tone up the entire system. Price, 26c.
At all
Druggists'. M. K. tiuekien A Uo.# Ph 11*0*1
phi* or 9t. Loots.

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO., 40 N. Market St, Boston, Mass.

|

The primary school closed Friday, after
All the children hope
a successful term.
Miss Mary Whitmore will come back next

as follows:
Eugene M. Stanley,
president; H. P. Richardson, treasurer;
H. P. Richardson, E. M. Stanley, Everett
Stanley, William H. Thurston, D. S. Gott,

The corporators are:
P. W.
Richardson, H. P. Richardson, E. M. Stanley, E. A. Stanley, O. M. Kittridge, Eben
B. Clark, John Knowlton, George W.
Billings, George M. Wallace, Willis
Dolliver, D. F. Norwood, Lewis F. Gott,
Charles W. Martin, Thomas S. Tapley,
Frank L. Manchester, Oscar L. Bragg,
Allen* L. Black, Will E. Gott, Willis B.
Watson, D. S. Gott, Benjamin Murphy,
8. L. Gott, L. D. Rich, Sidney 8. Rich, M.
V. Torrey, Joshua Sawyer, C. O. Martin,
C. H. Dolliver, Albert D. Moore, Wm. H.
Thurston, W. J. Thurston.
trustees.

is ailing, know
your horse
to remedy it.
how
and
trouble
what the
is,
just
Sore
Throats,
Shipping
Colic, Lung Fever, Colds,
Fever, Curbs, Splints, Spavin, Lameness; Knotted
Cords, Cockle Joints, Sprains, Shoe Boils, when first
started, Swellings, Founder and Distemper you can
quickly and completely cure with
The minute

Tuttle’s Elixir

ttcommtui

Frank Johnson has returned from
Massachusetts, wnere she visited her paMrs.

TI,,. 5^ leg ui body wash
for

free booklet,

today
“Veterinary Experience.” Tells you
things to know about your horse
how to know and treat any equine
Send

rents.

our

—

social danoe was held Thursday
ing. Newman’s orchestra.
A

even-

illness with Tuttle’s Remedies.

TUTTLE’S ELIXIIt CO., IS

Mrs. John Hamor spent a few days with
her son Hillard in Bar Harbor last week.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald preached afterand evening at the church Sunday.

noon

Mrs. Addle- Duren is employed at the
home of Frank Wedge.
Jan. 25.

_Rooney.
ISLES FORD.

Q. T. Hedlock

was

busy last

week

filling

his ioe-house.

can,

some one

Horse Yourself

Cure Y

CRANBERRY ISLES.

is

ailing,

we

are

interested in

nerves, the blood and the entire system.
Pleasant to take. Contains no alcohol or
We promise that
ha bit-forming drags.
if yon are not perfectly satisfied with it,
back
we’ll give
yonr money as soon as you
Sold only at the 7,000 Rexall
tell us.
Stores, and in this town only by us. fl.00.

—E. Q. Moore, opp. postoffice, Ellsworth,
Me.

from Northeast
with Heber
Sawyer in hi- power boat, to tow his sloop
over there to pot her in winter quarters.
Will Clark, Jr.,

came

Friday, Jan.

23,

CHILDREN’S HAIR

Keep It Clean and Free from Disease by Using Parisian Sage.
Mrs. Rudolph
Oilley and daughter
If you want your children to prow
Madeline, of Southwest Harbor, will be up with Stroup, beautiful and vigorous
with her parents, Robie Rumill and hair, teach them to use Parisian Sage,

made:

ever

Buy a bottle of Tuttle’s Elixir today. Vour dealer has it—if not, send
his

us

name

and 60 cents and we will

sendyoua large sire bottle prepaid—
also copy of “Veterinary Experience.”
Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

COUNTY NEWS.
SUTTON.
Wilbert A. Rice
land last week.

was a

visitor tc the is-

Charles C. Watson and wife have returned to their home in North Sullivan.
Leslie R. Bunker and Arthur L. Sargent
were in Bar Harbor Monday on town busi-

each
l^pj^^andloaf
than

before—yours
you will

only
specify Wil-

Lawrence L. Bunker has gone to South
Hancock for a week’s visit to his aunt,
Mrs. C. Y. Wooster.
returned
Mrs. Velma Sargent have
home, after a visit with her father and
mother at Cherryfleld.
The new boat building in the A. L. Sargent boat shop for Henry A. Bunker is
planked and the inside work going on.
Ethel M. Bunker, daughter of Leslie R.
Bunker and wife, returned to her school
at Southwest Harbor Sunday, after two
days with her parents.

joined- with the
town of Mt. Desert in buying a new set
of weights and measures as required by
law.
George E. Turner has been appointed sealer for both towns.
Ice work has been going on the past
Cranberry

Isles

has

filled
of Saturday, which stopped the work for a tew
days. Ice is thirteen inches thick, and of
week.

Leslie R. Bunker and

two houses before the

heavy

crew

rain

j

Hj^^^better
have evermade
^^you
k
if

ness.

when you
order flour.

i||||^^Just

J

as good for
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.

k

^k
i^k
SaS^k

Allextranutritious, too, because

William

Tell is milled by.
our special process

|

k

^k

A|

from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
and finest

^k

j

grown^^Bg||!||

good quality.
All were sorry to hear of the death of
Harold Tolman’s father in Rockland a few
days ago. Harold has been with William
Freeman and wife summers for the past
five years, and has won the respect of all
by his upright and manly manners. At
present he is a student in the Rockland
high school.
SUB.
Jan. 26.

seeing them take the best medicine there
is for their particular trouble. We don’t
recommend “cure alls”, as we don’t beWe don’t
lieve there are each things.
Edward
want you to spend more than you have to
days ago.

term.

Harbor

j|

|j

elected

.1

!

uliomn, HAVNES Jk CO.
C. W. GKINUAL.

SOUTH 8URBT.

Young

his horse

lost

a

lew

get small wages, and when
Anna Collins is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
yon’re sick, none at ail, and you should Elsie Y’oung.
get the most you can for yonr money.
E. M. Cunningham, who has bad emWe recently came across a new remedy
ployment with Dr. E. C. Briggs and bis
or increasing strength and building up
brother. Dr. C. P. Briggs, at their summer
who are run-down and emaciated.
people
We know that a slight trouble sometimes homes hers lor tbs past twelve years, has
grows into a serious one, and to stop it in resigned bis position, and Hollis A. Bonaey
brance of her birthplace.
the beginning will save you money in the has taken his
place.
This new compound is called Rexall
end.
Jan. 25 Mias Alice Joy was quietly marOlive Oil Emulsion. It is the best remedy,
Ralph Clifford, who has been with his
ried to Capt. William Palmer, of Rock- when you areruu-down, tired out, nervous
uncle, beetle Speed, sines last August, has
land, in the presence of her immediate —no matter what the cause. It doesn’t returned to Hsooktoa
Springs.
Mrs. merely stimulate you and make you feel
family, by C. C. Larrabee, esq.
for a few hours, but takes hold of the
The
American
Hawaiian
steamship
Palmer is one of Prospect Harbor’s most good
weakness and builds you up to a healthy,
on which Volney Coggins is
esteemed young ladies, and a large circle normal condition. It is a real nerve-food Minnesotan,
arrived
in
New
York, Jan. M.
of friends wish her happiness in her new tonic and builder of good blood, strong employed,
It contains
muscle, good digestion.
Miss Evelyn Bellatty, of East Surry,
relations.
Hypophosphites, which tone the nerves, spent the week-end at E. If. CunningC.
Jan. 27.
ana pure Olive Oil, which nourishes the
WEST TREMONT.

lit
111
Set

Ill

§1

anodyne"

Some of you

Mrs. Emma A. Reed, who has been ill,
is better.

I

if used as directed, is your
Any High Grade brand of Lowell Fertilizers,
best guarantee of a satisfactory crop* Send for free booklet.
If we are not repreaented in your locality, write tM for the agency.

The library has received two boxes of
Mrs. Qeorge H.
booltB the past week.
Perry, of Brookline, Mass., sent a box
containing about thirty volumes, and
Miss Ida H. Allen, of Brighton, Mass., sent
Poe’s works in ten volumes, in remem-

_

TRENTON.

Jean returned to her honje in Dorchester,
Mass.. Friday, after several weeks at the
home of her father, A. H. Buck.
D.
Jan. 28.

games

1

jj!
jj!

WII.I. COSTIM E TO rsK I.OWEI.I. FFRTTI.IZFR.
t HD vtrr well pleased with Lo«vU A nlmal FsrtUUerv I Iwd shoot 4000 barrels on nearly
83 scree i.f nw:I nm a. large this year as 1 have had In some rears, but larger than the
has been very ff*H backward. 1 expect to
average grower has had thl* past season, which
to® past.
as *you
ou nuke ihern as satisfactory as In
uim your
vour goous
goods as
as loujz »
use
"~“GEO R GARTLEY, Aroostook County, Maine.

sav-

—

missed in bis borne

n
l-i

III

wera

_

at

a

MCKINLEY.
At the annual

_

MrB. Maria Havey went to Cherryfield
Saturday to install officers ol Nakomis
temple, P. S.

I

of

Spec.

At the mothers’ club last Friday evening
Cspt. W. H. Parker, who has been havof North Sullivan, is with
it was voted to have a valentine party Feb.
a two weeks’ vacation, has resumed
*
were
in
ing
wife
and
Leach
Bangor
Roy
Helen Smith.
his duties on the steamer Scboodic. Dar- 14, for the children. The large doll will
Friday.
Mrs. A. S. Gray and son Linwood have
ing his absence his position was taken by then find a home.
Schools will close Jan 30, for the winter returned from Massachusetts.
%
Charles Norw ood.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, sea coast misCapt.
vacation.
Miss Julia Guptill, of Goulds boro, was a
Jan. 24.
S.
sionary, is supplying the pulpit here
D. C. Littlefield spent last week in Bel- recent guest of Josephine Hawkins.
tor a while. Services were held Sunday
Friday night Grindstone lodge, I. O.
fast and Islesboro on business.
The senior class of the high school will
morning, and in the evening the Christian
O. F., conferred the initiatory degree upon
Several young ladies of this place will
Endeavor society held its service.
present “Down in Maine” at Prospect a candidate. They
report a good attend8.
Jan. 28.
give a dance at the town hall Wednesday Harbor Friday evening.
ance.
evening, Feb. 11. Hall’s orchestra.
Jan. 26.
H.
Sunday services were well attended,
SOUND.
The play, “Maidens all Forlorn,” will
WEST FRANKLIN.
considering tbe amount of sickness st
be presented at the town hall soon under
Heman Rodick is working for George
The C. E. service was led by
Madeline Goodwin, who has been em- present.
the auspices of the ladies’ aid society of
Newman.
Nettie Torrey.
the Methodist church. The date will be ployed in Ellsworth, is home.
Pembroke Higgins is spending the winwill
be
held
tbe
Roll
call
at
Baptist ter with bis
announced later.
Hazel Coombs spent her vacation with
daugter in Boston.
and
church
afternoon
evening,
Tuesday
Mrs. Herman Perkins is in the private her parents, E. E. Coombs and wife.
Carroll Meader, of Ellsworth, visited
Feb. 3. The evening address will be by
The friends of George H. Scammons,
hospital at Castine, where she underwent
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth.
Pic-- here last week.
She who has been ill, are glad to hear he is
a serious operation last Wednesday.
Herman Salisbury and family, of Ellsnic supper at 6.30 in the vestry.
Her improving.
is doing as well as can be expected.
worth, have moved into part of Jones
Ul.
is
Peleg
her
recritically
friends
for
Tracy
many
speedy
hope
Lelia Coombs has returned from Hull’s
Tracy’s house.
Spec.
Jan. 28.
covery.
Cove, where she has been visiting her sisBud.
Jan. 26.
W. Groves Leach, of this place, and ter, Mrs. Fred Gray.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Emma Young, of Otis, were quietly
Daniel W. Clark, who has been here the
attimxt minus.
Byron M. Moore is visiting in Boston.
married Saturday evening, Jan. 24, at his
pest six months getting out black granite,
Mrs. R. E. Robinson was quite ill Saturhome here. A few friends and relatives
will return to Boston soon.
witnessed the ceremony, which was perday.
Jan. 26.
Ch’e’kh.
THIS NEW MEDICINE
formed by Rev. A. E. Carter, of the MethMrs. W. F. Bruce entertained the Unity
SAVES YOU MONEY
odist
church. After
SOUTH GOULDS BORO.
congratulations
club Thursday.
and
refreshments
were
best wishes,
We are druggists right here in your
have
Leigh Randall was at Mt. Desert Ferry
W.
Stinson
and
J.
family
Cspt.
served. Their many friends extend con- on business last week.
town and make a living out of the drug
gone to Hancock for two months.
gratulations.
business, bat it is because people have to
A. B. Bolt and wife are in the West for
Bert D. Joy who has been in West Paris
Jan. 26.
Woodlocke.
have drugs and not because we like to see
a few weeks, on business.
visiting his sister, Mrs. Emily Field, rewe don’t.
Our duty is to
people suffer
Leonard Bunker, an aged citizen, died turned home Saturday.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
and when
render the best service we
PENOBSCOT.

Fertilizer is the harvest. Will you supply yonr
it requires to giv« a satiserop with all the substances
factory yield? iiOWell Animal Fertilizers have
been scientifically prepared to meet the requirements of New Knglami soils. They supply just the substances that are
needed—organic animal matter with high grade chemicals; they are always
the same and always reliable.
1

Miss Cora Parker, of Manset, was the
guest of Miss Elva Spurting recently.

WINTER HARBOR.

spent the week-end with Snpt. A. W. Gordon and wife.

Jan. 24.

Spray.

_

Elizabeth Jellison, and Miss Rena

Springer,

but the local team

one

Ralph Sargent and wife, of North Ellsworth, came Monday to visit his parents,
returning home Thursday.
Miss

Harbor,

saved the honor of the town

the week-end

Abbie Taft spent
with James Hill and wife.

children.

THE FINAL TEST

SWAN’S ISLAND.

wife

A eon was born to Paul Sawyer
permanently removed, but it again
Charles Sherman, of Cushing, is here for
at the home of his parents last week.
developed. All that loving hands could do
Thursday.
a few days.
Work has been poshed on the foundawas always popular
was done.
Mrs.
Cross
Edward Jones, of Rockland, is visiting
Miss Edith Stanley is working at the
in spite of
among old and young, and was beloved by tion of the Cameron bungalow,
his mother, Mrs. Grace Jones.
lighthouse for a few weeks.
ail. She will be greatly missed by her the cold weather.
been
has
employed
Everett Cousins, who
Mrs. E. C. Withey has gone to the
J. T. R. Freeman has decided to rebuild
townspeople as well as her family. She
in Springfield, Maas., is home.
She was the his coal
was of cheerful disposition.
and gave up his winter trip Rockland hospital for an operation.
shed,
Mias Orenda Mason, of Bluebill, was daughter of Perrigrine Penney and wife, to Bermuda to make arrangements for
Mrs. W. R. Stanley has gone to Oeeanthe week-end guest of Miss Ada Herrick. of this town. She leaves a husband, two starting the work.
ville for a few days with her mother.
inHenbeen
Mrs.
and
has
A new lighting system
sisters, Mrs. Cora Brewer
Mrs. Eliza Robbins went to Heron Neck
Mrs. Abbie Burns spent a few days last
stalled in the Baptist church. The church rietta Crabtree, of this town, and one light station recently to visit her daugh- week with her
daughter in Stonington.
the
have
who
brother, Lather Penney,
aid society paid the bill.
ter Lillie, whose husband is the lightM. E. Bickmore and wife, Calvin Stinof all.
A party of ten, composed of the social sympathy
keeper, and she will remain until spring.
son and wife are in Boston for two weeks.
F.
Jan. 26.
set at North Sedgwick, and Fred Cole and
Mrs. Ada E. Parker and her daughter
Mrs. Flora Smith, Mrs. E. W. Sprague
dinner
look
North
Brooklin,
of
wife,
FRANKLIN.
Mary, while in Washington, D. C., last and Mrs. J. A. Smith have gone to Portinn.
at
Eggemoggin
Thursday evening
home from week, en route to Florida, remembered land for a few days.
John W. Blaisdell was
Landlord Flye served one of his famous
her friends at Southwest Harbor with
over Sunday.
Wytopitlock
According to the Boston papers, Ernest
chicken dinners.
post-cards.
of
Ellsworth,
Miss
Helen
Macomber,
Smith, of this place, was robbed of $200,
Mr. Gifford was called to Brewer last
that
the
It is stated on good authority
in the city one night last week.
was the week-end guest of Miss Mildred
week by the drowning of his brother,

E. W. Griffin returned from Portland

SbbtrtiBrmwiB

Refreshments will be

kLINIMENTj
S|
Wat

Countless thousands
of families have found

Wm

<t to be the surest and
quickest remedy for

jf|B
|it
IpS
bHHI

plaint —internal and

Nt

external ailments.

|H1
V

■mm-

SHp
■Ml'
Wm
■

jV

W
■

■

Cuts, Wounds, Sore
Throat, Bowel ComIN USE OVER
103 YEARS

V

Its long-continued use is the highest ■
ptool ol its merits. Sold everywhere. ■
25c end 50c

Bottle*

ham’s.

Jan. 26.

Tuxr.
_

BLUE HILL PALLS.
Mrs. Abram Duflee in 111.
Mrs. A. T. Co nary is out again.
F. H. I'eagle is having a new range and
plumbing put in “Winniconetts."

Harbaugb is in Pasadena, Cal.,
winter, with her sister, Mrs. Stanton.
Her health is much improved.
Mias

this

Jen.

26._

_

Causae.

hub-mark]

RUBBERS

mm

BIRCH HARBOR.

The quarterly convention of the Chriswhich can be had at any drop or toilet
counter. It is one of the best, most tian Endeavor societies will be held her*
at Bangor.
pleasant and inviporatinp hair tonics February 10.
The W. T. 1. society will meet with Mrs. on the market.
Henry Handy, of Marblehead, Maas.,
28.
The
ladies
of
Edwin Copaus, Jan.
Parisian Sage cleanses the hair and
visited his brother Corydon and
the society will give an entertainment at scalp from dust and
excessive oils. reoently
other friends here.
Quickly removes dandruff, stops itchJan. 26.
C.
ing scalp aud failinp hair. Hair that is
For Frost Bites sod Chapped Shin.
out, faded, matted or stringy,
Por frost bitten ears, fingers sad toes: thinning
! chapped bands and lips, chllblaina, cold almost immediately
becomes Huffy,
SEAWALL.
sorea, red and rough skins, there is nothing
luxuriant and radiant with life.
The Christmas club will meet next week
to equal Bucklen’s Arnica Halve.
Stops the
a
50-cent
bottle
(Jet
from
(J.
large
In every
with Susie King, of Manset.
pain at once and heals quickly.
He will refund your
borne tnerr should be a box bandy all the A. Parcher.
Clifford Dolliver has been spending a
time. Best remedy for all skio diseases, itch- money if jrou are not satisfied.
Paring eczema, tetter, piles, etc. Sfic. at Drug- isian Sage is equally pood for “grown- few days at Samuel Moore’s.
a. Buckles A Co.,
H
or
by mall.
Jan. 24.
ups” ana children. Everyone needs it
Iiadeiphia or SC Cottle.
X. £. D.
wife, while her husband takes treatment

Km'

See that the Hub-Mark ia on the
rubber before you buy. It ir you'
insurance of Standard First Quality
Rubber Foot wear for every puipoe*
SOLO BY

CtNTUBV

MOOT SHOPr

BLLB WORTH.

W. H. BlrAISDELL,
FRANKLIN.

L.

E. YOUNG,
CORBA.

|

NEWS.

COUNTY
^
utile

has

who

been

Of

improving-

i,

..I

His Method

NORTH CASTING.
Ernest Wardwell,

is home from her
An„ic B. Conner
work in Penobscot.
•”
finished her year's
1Iattie Dunbar
Devereux school Friday.
aork in the
to Penobscot
Wardwell has gone
to work for Arthur Perkins.
team
ith his
dialocated his
Ordway, who
w B
while hauling ilogs, is able to

“‘.school

Toil

boulder

teem.
drive his
Hirrv

Wardwell, who had

“formed

an operat.on
ia home from
upon his hand,

infastine.
bis work
with her children,
Mrs Helen Hatch,
her parents, Fred F.
recent guest of
and wife.

J,,

Wardwell

district, taught by
gebool in the Dunbar
L. Dunbar, with her usual
Miss Annie
Friday.
success, closed
Ella Wescott, of Buffalo,
Miss May
the winter with her
y j, spending
..

Weacott.

jtnndmother, Mrs.,Mary
wile and

son Horace,
Gustine Wardwell,
are visiting Mrs. Wardwell’a
olCastinc,
Albert Hutchins and wife.

parents.
Frederick PalD,strict Superintendent
at Bethany
Udine, ol Bangor, preached
The yuarterly
cbspel last Friday evening.
conference
Jan. 26.

was

held at the cloae.

L__

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Frank Marks is ill.
The ladies’ circle will meet with Mrs
lrs Page this week.
p. Allen and wife spent
week in Bangor.

Roy
Isst

few days

a

Jack (Irindle, who has been employed in
is confined to the
the blacksmith shop,
house with rheumetism.
called
to
Gilman Blake, who was
Brooksville last week by the death of his
father, has returned home.
There will be a house-warming at Herweek.
man Pert’s new home this
Martin Clark, who has been employed
HG. M. Allen & Son’s, has returned to
Blaehill.
A. G.
Jan. 26.
__

i

BASS HARBOR.
Mrs. Ida Dix
with rheumatism.
is

confined to the house

Miss Lena Bunker is home from Portland for a short vacation.
Guy Parker and T. W. Jackson filled
their ice-houses last week.
Haliie Murphy spent last week with her
sisters, Mrs. George Neal and Mrs. Walter
Hamblen, at Southwest Harbor.

Henry Sawyer and bride are living with
parents, J. A. Sawyer and wife, this

his

Their friends extend congratu-

winter.
lations.

Jan.

28._X.

Y. Z.

BUCKS PORT.
I/)ttie, wife of Rev. J. F. Haley, of the
Saco Methodist church, died Tuesday,
Jan. 20, after a long illuess. Mrs. Haley
was the daughter of the late Frank and
Amanda Farnham, of this town.
She
leaves,besiden her husband, one daughter
and two sous, and one sister in California.
Mr. Haley was president of the E. M. C.
seminary in the 83a. The body was
Drought here for interment.

|

EAST SURRY.
Mrs. Susan Mosley, of Ellsworth, is visiting her sister.

Surry friends of Percy Sinclair and wife,
of Auburn,
formerly of this pi »ce, extend
congratulations on the birth of
ter, born Jan. 22.
Jan. 26.

a

daughc.

(lCbmiarmnus.

Save Time!

Time lost because of headaches,
lassitude and depressions of bil-

iousness, is worse than wasted.
Biliousness yields quickly to the
certain home remedy—

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
"cTwhere. la boaes, 10c. 25c.

Coughs, Sore Throat
&nd Pleurisy Vanish
“LA**?’

Pa>ni and MUary go Ov«

Rubbin<

»°

MUSTARINE-Relieva,
-<nu

lb!.'

KJ,, reedy

BEGY’S
Neuriti*

ln tb® h°use all the time
d0 the work "f 60 disagree* niuetard plaaters and la

onut^l.
„MUSJARINE la aimply lmWUmit *?** r'*ht to work the minute
it

thf .*12d

P»rt of

acbe* “nd

pains ln any

Kin* qulcknosdy
your druggist
PWly'oDen*
„blL*ter:
box *nd show you
•Pat
i.en
it

•Past
*M

dl*apPear

inM„.hou,ands
,p,*nt

croup

atlff

l«lo» bot

will

Just

neck.

lumbago, swollen
corns, bunlonsr and

i*»5€S5^.VF*aV “’a action Is
than
h^ch*'A11
drugglsta.
|t5 EOY 8

ttr&che
ku
•ure

*°r*

aaton-

It for cold ln

Pneumonia,

,Pcurna'icr*i0|T,“,ci*a.
i0,nts*.

talloua*.

use

w“h

neuritls,

headache,

MUSTARINE

ln

little
Be
the

Oldcaoaghtor*.

SffllSed te
aosbfL!?"**
“«*a«d
a*k. Soid far 70 yean.
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Revenge

BY RUTH GRAHAM

Shortly before

the breaking out of
revolution Ambrose Sinclair. a young South Carolinian, went
to Germany, where he
attended a unilie was rather ificllned to
versity.
nrms than to study and
became proficient In the use of the small sword
rather than writing theses.
Having
finished the university course, he went
to Paris.
Ills father forwarded him
a
letter of introduction to
Benjamin
I ranklln, who was then
representing
the new American republic at the
court of Versailles, and
young Sinclair
was admitted into the
society of the
court circle.
Sinclair fell In love with Mme.
Ocrelle de Torcellers, and his passion
was returned.
Her brother, the Duke
of Lascelies, to get rid of the American, conspired with the Count de
Beauviile, a rejected suitor of his sister, and the two secured his arrest and
the

I* renoh

COUGH TWO TEARS OLD
Yields to VinoL

escaped his enemy.
were gathered in Belgium, and there
he went. It was not long before one
night at a ball he saw De Beauville
dancing with the noblesse of France
and, going up to him, drew his glove
his face.

bat.
Then the young American returned
to his home.
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If Mothers

Read

Why,

the medicinal curative elements of
cod liver oil, with tonic, blood building iron added.
Chronic coughs and colds yield to
Vinol because it builds up the weak-

ened, run-down system.
You can get your money back any
time if Vinol does not do all we say.
P. S.—For itching, burning skin try
our Sazo Salve. ,We guarantee It,
Q. A. Paroher, druggist, Ellsworth, Me

Only Knew

How
frequently children suffer from
worms, they would take more precautions
against this common ailment of childhood. Grown folks also have worms very
frequently. Signs of worms

Deranged

are:

enlarged

nausea,

bility, disturbed sleep, grinding of teeth,
irregularity of pulse.

Over 60 years ago my father discovered
the formula of Dr. True’s Elixir, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller.
This remedy has a world-wide reputation
as the one safe and reliable remedy for
worms and stomach disorders.
At dealers’, 35c, 50c and fl.00. Advice free. Write
me.

Help Comes Quickly When Hyomel
Is Used for Catarrh, Bronchitis
Cold in the Head.

or

liquid,

50 cents.
The newspaper which has no uniform
for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
oheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrencebnrg find.) Press.

rate

ftailroatia anti Steamboats.

AM

Specie.$16,409 65
Legal tender notes. 1,535 00
Redemption fund with U. 8. treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

Total....'..
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
fund.
Surplus
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes p-id.
National bank notes outstanding.
Due to other national banks.
Dividenos unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check,
Time certificates of deposit.
Cashier's checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Postal savings deposits.

17,914 65

$430,405 86
$50,000 00

10,000 00

4,063 25
49,695 00
76 68
152 00
296.536 61
4,590 36
1,592 05
9.951 82
3,748 09

J

REPORT OF THE

CONDITION
-OF THE-

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK
j

Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house, furniture and fixtures

Other real estate owned.
Due from national banks (not reserve

agents).

Due from approved reserve agents,
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Notes of other national banks..
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:
Legal-tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. treasurer (6 per cent, of circulation)..

$242,716 56
241 36
50,000 00
621 88
22,700 00
7,375 55
2,100 00
52169
17.878 63
1,079 54
84 52
415 00

232 80
28,486 85
2,600 00

Total. $378.953 89
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.$ 50,000 Oo
8,000 00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
2,290 80
National bank notes outstanding-■
50,ouo 00
Due to State and private banks and
bankers./....
2 47
Due to trust companies and sav3,196 57
ings banks.
Due to approved reserve agents
1,673 42
Dividends unpaid.
207 00
Individual deposits subject to check. 254,014 17
Demand certificates of deposit.
7,527 81
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
42 65
...

Total. $376,953 89
STATE OF MAINE.
County op Hancock as.:
I, Edw. F.
Small, cashier of tbs above-named bank, do
solemnlv swear that the above statement is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Edw. F. Small, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th
day of January, 1914.
John H. Brbsnaban,
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
Chab. R. Bubbill,
Lewis Hodgkins,
? Directors.
F. O. Silsby,
(
—

AM

PM

PM

...

4 50
Portland.ar.
Boston via.
Dover ar.
8 10
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.

6

50 *12 50

m4

j

..

8 10

9 45.
9 20 *5 10

50

j.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
PM

Boston via
Dover lv.
Boston via
Portsmouth lv. 10 00
Portland.lv.

IA

M

1 20

A

M
8

00

A M

8 55
9 00

AM
11 06

PM

12 40

*5*15

6 00 10 30
Bangor.lv.
3 10
Brewer June.
6 07 10 36 3 16
5 21
Holden. I 6 29 10 56 13 35
5 40
Egery’s Mill. 110 59
Phillips Lake. I 6 36 ill 02 I 3 41 I 5 47
Green Lake.
6 <4 ll 10 3 48
5 57
Nicolin... I 6 53 11 22 I 3 56 I 6 07
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06
ll 35
4 08
6 20
Kllswonh.
7 13 11 40 4 14
6 25
7 25 11 50
4 20 I 6 31
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road. I 7 83 J12 00
6 40
Hancock. I 7 41 12 10
6 49
7 44 12 13
6 53
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry lv...
7 55 12 20
7 05
Sullivan.
8 10.
Sorrento.
8 40
Bar 11 arbor.ar.
9 15 1 10
7 45
m

Except Monday.

e Stops to leave passengers from points east
of Washington Junction.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10 62
p m connect with Washington County rail*
way.
I Stops on signal to conductor.

twelve and one-half rods to eastern line of
said Dix; thence following eastern line of
Dix’s in a northerly direction eleven rods and
fourteen feet to southwest corner bound of
land of said Wooster; thence following southern line ot Wooster easterly one hundred and
thirty feet to Wooster’s southeast corner
bound; thence iollowing Wooster’s eastern
line northerly eighty-five feet, to place of beginning, containing one and one eighth acres,
more or less.
Together with the buildings
situated thereon. Also a right of way over
the homestead of the late Sullivan Webster
(of which the above described premises are a
part;, in common with the grantors of a deed
to said Mary G. Thurston, dated March 12, a.
d. 1885, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 204, page 250. Said premises being
a part of that deeded
to me by Wills D.
Thurston, October 25, 1898, and recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 828, page 468.
Whereas, the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Francis M. Eaton,
administrator of the estate of Laura M. Eaton.
January 9, 1914.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day of January, in the >ear of
oi r Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
CHARLES G. WELD, late of NEWPORT,
in the state of Rhode Island, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Rhode Island, duly authenticated, t aving been presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of teing
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the third day of February,
a. d. 1914, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register

subscriber, Octavie Loir Apthorp, of

Nahant, county of Essex and CommonTHE
wealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives notice

that she has been duly appointed executrix of
the last will and testament of
WILLIAM FOSTER APTHORP, late of said
NAHANT,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
The said Octavie Loir Apthorp, not being a
resident of the State of Maine, has appointed
David W. Sdow, of Portland, county of Cumberland and State of Maine, whose postoffice address is Fidelity Building in said
Portland, as her agent and attorney for the
purposes specifically set out in sec. 43. chap.
66 of the revised statutes of Maine. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and ail indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Octavie Loir Apthorp,
by David W. Snow, her attorney.
14,1914.
January

are
earnestly requested to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth
to Falls and Falls tc
especially
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.
Winter Schedule.

Special Fares.
Boston,V $3.50,
Bluehiil and Boston, $3.50
Sedgwick aud Boston,
$3.00

Bar

Harbor aud

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor Monday and Thursday at 10 00 a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehiil Monday and
Thursday for South Bluehiil, Brookltn, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South Brooksvllle,
Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Bosiou.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel

Steamship Belfast.

Leaves Boston

5pm Tuesday and Friday for
Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland 6 00 a m, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehiil, Sedgwick and In
termedlate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkkick, Agent, Bluehiil.

legal ITotiua.
subscriber bereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
FRANK W. ROLLINS, late of ELLS-

THE

WORTH,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
the
terms of said will.
All
being required by
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
in the

Ellbn W. Rollins.

Ellsworth, Jan. 14,1914.

To all persona Interested In either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at, Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of January, a. d. 1914.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered: Thai
notice thereof be given to ail persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively m the
Haworth American, a newspaper
at Ellsworth, in said county, that published
they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the third day of
February, a. d. 1914, at ten « f the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

Eublished

cause.

Kurt Diederich, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be thw last will and testament off
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Enid Hunt
Slater,

the executrix therein named.
Catnerine Carlton, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased.
A certain instrument
pur*0 ke
last will and testament off
said deceased, together with
for prepetition
bate thereof, presented by Otis
Littlefield, the
executor therein named.
Hannah P. Holmes, late of Eden, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
ke the last will and testament off
said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented
by Esther M. Greeley,
the executrix therein named..
Augusta C. Pierce, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased,
together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Frank S.
Pierce, the executor therein named.
Eugene S. Thombs, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament off
said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented by
Ralph S. Wardwell, the executor therein named.
Harry V. Phippin, late of Cranberry Isles,
in said county, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased,
together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Agnes M.
Phippen, the executrix, therein named.
Allen H. C. Rice, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased.
Petition that Harry E.
Rice or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of taid
deceased, presented by Harry E. Rice, a son
of said deceased.
Hosea Ward well, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Herbert O.
Perry or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Charles Hodsdon, a
creditor of said deceased.
Aoram Perkins, late or Penobscot, in said
Petition that David L.
county, deceased.
Perkins or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by David L. Perkins, son
and heir-at-law of said deceased.
J. Sewall Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
First account of S. B.
county, deceased.
Condon, administrator, filed tor settlement.
Mary C. Austir, late of North Hancock, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Theodore P. Austin, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Eben M. Hamor, late of Eden, in said county, deceased. First and final account of Fred
A. Gonya, administrator, filed for settlement,
Mary E. Bell, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frank S.
Bell, administrator, filed for settlement.
Francis Austin, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Charles L. Austin and Ransford M. DeWitt,
executors, filed for settlement.
Edward T. Finn, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Frank L.
Heath, administrator, filed for settlement.
Eliza A. Ginn, late of Orland, in said county, deceased. First account of Norris E»
Ginn, administrator, filed for settlement.
Frank P. Wood, late of Castine. in said
county, deceased. Final account of Langdon
B. Wood and Charles P. Wood, executors,
filed for settlement.
Lewis F. Gray, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Alverado Gray, executor, filed for settlement.
Louise M. Mitchell, late of Eden, in said
First and final account of
county, deceased.
Fred M. Mitchell, executor, filed for settle-

po/f,5lf

ment.

subscriber, Louise Bradford Varnum,
rpHE
X of Rochester in the county of Monroe,

State of New York, hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of
MARY BRADFORD CROWN INSHIELD, late
of MOUNT DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, State of Maine,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will, and that she the said subscriber, residing out of the State of Maine, has
appointed Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ells
worth, Hancock county, State of Maine, her
agent and attorney within said State of
Maine, All presons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested io make payment imLouise Bradford Varnum,
mediately.
of Rochester, New York,
executrix as aforesaid.
January 14. a. d. 1914.

Passengers

cure

Maine, at the close of business,
January 13, 1911.

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
secured
and unsecured,
Overdrafts,
U. 8. bonds to secure circulation...
Premiums on U S bonds.

BANGOR.

Bar Harbor, lv.* 10 30
4 15
Sorrento..
4 45
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Fy. 11 20 6 16 t 9 50
9 58
Waukeag, S Fy. 11 27 6 22
Hancock. 11 80 5 25 10 03
Franklin Road.Ill 40 f5 83 10 14
Wash’gt’n June. fll 00 111 50 I 5 41 10 45
Ellsworth.
11 06
11 57
5 47 10 52
EllBworth Falls. ell 10 12 02 5 52 110 57
Nicolin. ell 22 112 16 6 07 III 10
Green Lake. ell 30 12 24 8 17 111 IQ
Phillips Lake. ell 87 112 31 I 6 25 ill 26
Egery’s Mill..I 6 28
ell 43 12 39 6 33 111 34
Holden
Brewer June. 12 00 12 69 6 53 11 53
1 06
7 00 11 59
Bangor.ar. 12 05

2,500 00

Total. $430,405 86
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock ss.:—I, H. O. Hussey,
cashiei of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
H. O. Hussky. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st
T. H. Smith,
day of January. 19U.
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
Pascal P. Gilmork,
Parker Spopford,
Directors.
Harry R. Goooins,
)

at Ellsworth.

Effect

BAR HARBOR TO

SUfjal Nottcts.

FORECLOSURE.
Mary G. Thurston, of Tremont, in the county ol Hancock and
State of Maine, by her mortage deed dated
August seventh, 1902, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 881, page 208, conveyed to Laura M. Eaton, now deceased,
of
and State
Tremont, county
before
mentioned, etc., the following described
lot of land with buildings thereon, situated
in said Tremont, bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning at the northeast
corner bound
of land of Joseph E. Wooster, and
following the highway in an
easterly direction for a distance of eightv-five
feet to a stake and stones: thence southerly
seventeen rods to a stake and stones; thence
westerly and parallel with said highway
NOTICE OF

A

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

CONDITION

Hegal Notice®*

WHEREAS,

£lrv.

HYOMEI RELIEVES
IN FIVE MINUTES

In

Backsport, in the State of Maine, at th«
close of business Jan. 13, 1914.
Loans and discounts.
171,060 50
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
305 91
U. S. bonds to secure circulation...
50.000 00
U. 8. bonds to secure U. 8. deposits.$7.too
7,000
Other bonds to secure U. 8. deposits,
$4,000; to secure postal savings,
$6.000.
10,000 00
Premiums on U. 8. bonds.
1.745 00
Bonds, securities, etc.
119,876 83
Banking house, furniture and fixtures.
17,890 91
Other real estate owned.
6,937 67
Due from State and private banks
and bankers, trust companies and
3.906 04
savings banks.
Due from approved reserve agents.
19.616 85
Checks and other cash items.
1,220 55
Notes of other national baoks.
175 00
Fractional paper currency, nicxels
and cents.
225 95
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz:

Use a fertilizer that meets all the demands of the
rrop from planting
harvest. A fertilizer made of Fish, Bone. Blood. Meat and
Potaah will do this. It must he KSSKX.
Our free crop book will help you.
We want an ESSEX Agent In your town. Write us.
ESSEX FERTILIZER CO., 39 No. Market St, BOSTON, MASS.
to

abdomen,

Dec. 1, 1013.

BuM National Bart

TO MAKE FARMING PAY

Btomach,

Trade Mark variable howel action, pale
face of leaden tint, bluish rings around
eyes, itching of nostrils, languor, irrita-

REPORT OF THE

At

L»KK1

furred
tongue,
belching,
variable appetite, increased
thirst, acid or heavy breath,

National Bank Stateminta.

-OF THE--

a&fcrrtignnnrt*.

*-V^

v.

If you suffer
from
raising of
Strong rigorous men and women
hardly ever catch cold; It’s only when mucous, husky voice, discharge from
the nose, droppings in the throat,
the system is run down and vitality
sniffles, or any other symptoms of
low that colds and coughs get a footcatarrh, or have bronchitis or cold in
hold.
the head, surely use Ilyomei. It will
Now Isn’t It reasonable that the bauish the disease germs in the nose
right way to cure a cough Is to build throat and lungs and give quick and
permanent relief, or money refunded
up your run down condition again?
Mrs. D. A. McGee of Waycross, Ga., by G. A. Parcher.
The Ilyomei treatment gives a tonic,
says: “I had a chronic cold and cough
healing effect to the air you breathe,
which kept me awake nights for two
destroys the catarrhal germs, stops
years and I felt tired all the time. the poisonous secretions, soothes the
Vlnol cured my cough
and 1 feel irritated mucous membrane and makes
a marked improvement in the general
stronger In every way."
The reason Vinol Is so efficacious health.
The complete outfit, including inIn such cases is because It contains
haler and bottle of liquid, costs tl.Oo;
in a delicious concentrated form all
if later needed.
extra bottles of

One would suppose that he had had
and would go home at once. When he
had been shut up the country was
peaceful; now it was a boiling pot.
Having been shut up by royalists, he
might now dread being guillotined by
revolutionists.
But Sinclair had only
one thought—to find the men who had
imprisoned him and be revenged, for
he had heard while In prison that
Jules de Lascelies had died.
The French royalists were only beginning to get out of France. Sinclair
learned that the Duke of Lascelles had
been arrested on a charge of being un
enemy to the revolution, but the Count
de Beauville was still free.
Sinclair
went to the leader of the revolution of
that time, told him how he had been
Imprisoned on a charge of Inciting Insurrection and asked that the Duke of
Lascelles be liberated that Mr. Sinclair might seek revenge by fighting
hinb The request was granted.
The next day a prison official announced to the duke that he might go
free. Lascelles, who had been expecting death by the guillotine, was overjoyed. But when at the prison gate
he recognized the man be had thrown
Into prison several years before he
turned pale.
"Come with me,” said Sinclair, who
led the way Into a courtyard near
by, where two gentlemen were waiting, the one to second Lascelles, the
other Sinclair.
Lascelles, having escaped death by the guillotine to meet
it by an enemy’s rapier, fought desperately, hut he was no match for
one
who had championed his corps
at Heidelberg.
Sinclair played with
him for a time ns a cat would with a
mouse, then with a “Take that for
your villainy,” ran him through.
Sinclair next sought the Count de
Beauville.
He found It difficult to
find him, for the count had been proscribed, and tbe revolutionists were
looking for him as well as the man
whom he had Imprisoned. Sinclair got
on his track through information given by one who had seen him In court
and supposed him to be a sympathizer
with the royalist cause. Sinclair found
his man, but would neither give him
up to his enemies nor seek revenge or
information that had been imparted
on the supposition that It was given to
He proposed to De Beaua friend.
ville that they journey together to Belgium, passing as two Americans. De
Beauville could not understand why,
since Sinclnir had him in his power,
he did not turn him over to the revolutionists. nn«l why the man he had
injured should help him to pet out of
the country was iudeed a mystery to
him. However, there was nothing for
him to do but to accept the offer.
Sinclair possessed a passport, though
of a date several years gone by. as an
American citizen. He suggested to De
Beauville that he travel ostensibly as
his servant, and the two thus passed
beyond the Paris gates. A number of
times during their journey they were
held up by revolutionists, but every
time Sinclair, by showing his passport
and ordering De Beauville about as
his servant, but, most of all, by his
cool assurance, secured a passage for
At last they
himself and his enemy.
reached the frontier. They passed the
border in the night, and De Beauville
slipped away Into the darkness and
But Sinclair knew that the emigres

SDbcttlstmms

Auburn, Maine.

atomtssmnm*

enough of the France of those times

There was no avoiding a meeting, and De Beauville consented to fight.
The two men met on a field where
such affairs were accustomed to take
De Beauville was a good
place.
swordsman, but somehow there was
I something in having injured his opponent. something so uncanny in that
opponent's treatment of him. that the
count could not fight in his usual
Sinclair soon showed that he
form.
had the advantage both in coolness
and skill aud after giving his enemy
several chances finally ended the com-

-I

Make it a rule to be cheerful while you
live, and when you die you will be missed.
—Ram's Horn.

Imprisonment.
Having got the young man into the
Bastille, it was not difficult to keep him
there, Tor they gave instructions to his
Jailer not to permit him to communicate with any one, especially the American embassy. Sinclair remained there
for several years, gaining his freedom
only when the mob opened the prison
by battering down the gates of the
Bastille.

across

^r’s&il

Dr. Condon Honored.
Dr. A. 8. Condon, of Ogden, Utah, the
Hancock county poet, whs honored on
Tuesday of last week when the schools of
Ogden held a Condon assembly at the
high school.
The program consisted of six of Dr.
Condon’s poems, among them being “A
Visit to the Old Homestead”, written six
years ago and first published in The
Ellsworth American.
Near the close of the program Dr. Cofidon, under stress of deep emotion, spoke
briefly and said that he appreciated beyond measure the respect that had been
shown him.
After the assembly, the six readers,
Superintendent Mills and Principal Henry
Peterson were entertained at dinner by
Dr. Condon at the Weber club.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
SARAH M. SMITH, late of ELLSWORTH
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
the terms of said will. All
being required
persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, *vnd all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediGbokgk William Smith.
ately.
Ellsworth, Jan. 14, 1914.

THE

by

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
SUSAN AMANDA BRACKETT, also known
*
as Amanda Brackett, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate oi
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Genrvibvb W. Collins.
Franklin, Jan. 14, 1914.

THE
■

sutscnber, hereby gives notice that
he has been 'duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CARRIE B. STEVENS, late of BAR

THE

HARBOR, 4
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
in

of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted theieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Henby H. Gray.
*
January 16,1914.
subscribers

hereby give notice that
have been duly appointed adminitfr
TEthey
of the estate of

trators

ELIZABETH A. HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Clinton B. Higgins.
Nathan Ash.
Bar Harbor, Jan. 7,1914.

J. Warren Clark, late of Franklin, in said
First and final account of
county, deceased.
Will R. Havey, administrator, filed for settlement.

Eulalie Finn, a minor, of Ellsworth, in said
county. First and final account of Mary L.
Frost, a former guardian, filed for settlement.
T. L. Roberts, late of Eden, in said county,
First account of
deceased.
William M.
Roberts, trustee, filed for settlement.
Sophia E. Perkins, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Albertr*P. Leach, administrator, for license to
sell certain real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
Flossie M. Carter, Harry E. Carter and
WeDdall E. Carter, mioors, of Brooklin. in
said county. Petition filed by George W. Carter, guardian, for license to sell certain real
estate of said minors, as described in said
petition.
Frances A. Smith, a person of unsound
mind, of Deer Isle, in said county.
Petition
died by Fannie M. Stinson, guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said ward,
as described in said petition.
Annie G. Snowman, a person of unsound
mind, of Penobscot, in saia county.
Petition
filed by Amanda J. Stevens, guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said ward,
as described in said petition.
Josiah G. Bunker, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Alice V.
Bunker, administratrix, that an order be
issued to distribute among the heirs-at-law
of said deceased, the amount remaining in
the hands of said administratrix, upon the
settlement of her first account.
Eliza A. Ginn, late of Orland, in said county,
deceased. Petiton filed by Norris E. Ginn,
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
that the inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate.
Lucinda Hadley, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Richard
W. Hale, administrator of the estate of said
deceased, that the inheritance tax upon said
estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Ann R Fennelly, late of
Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Elmer J.
Morrison, Leonard A. Austin, and Charles H.
Wood, all of said Eden, praying that the appointment of said petitioners named as trustees in the last will and testament of
sai<\. deceased, may be confirmed by said court.
Cynthia E. Crosby, late of Orland. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate, presented by Benjamin R. Stubbs, the
executor therein named.
Harold J. Staples, a minor, of Ellsworth, in
said county.
Petition filed by Agnes E.
Staples, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said

petition.
Henry Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in said

county, deceased.

Final

account

of John

A.

Peters, administrator, filed for settlement.
Lueette F. Giles, late of Ellswoith, in said

deceased.
Petition that Fred L.
county,
Mason or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Charles G. Giles, husband of said deceased.
Lorenzo N. Kettle, late of Weston, Massachusetts, deceased. First and final account of
J. Henry Russell, administrator, c. t. a., filed
for settlement.
Olive S. Bartlett, late of Tremont, in said
deceased. Final account of William
courty,
E. Whiting, administrator, filed for settlement.

subscriber

hereby gives
THEshe has been duly
appointed
of the last will and testament of

notice that
executrix

AUGU8TA M. PETERS, late of BLUEHILL,
in the cauntyof Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceases
are desirea to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Alicb A. Holt.
Bluehill, Jan. 14,1914.

Simon H. Plnkham, late of M.t. Desert, ia
said county, deceased. Final account of Grafton W. Plnkham.
administrator, filed for
settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said court*
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
•

The more eye* an advertltement catehee
the more dollare it ie worth.

attontiarments.

HANCOCK NECROLOGY.

STONINGTON.

HARVEST OF THE GRIM REAPER

Howard Thurlow is visiting in Boston.
Miss Mary Eaton is bookkeeping lor

ROYAL

E. C. Condon.
J. Carter is in Brooklin to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Nelson Freethy.
Harry Greenlaw is visiting his sister,
Mrs. Louis Coolbroth, in Medford, Mass.
The Mandolin club is playing at the
Congregational church each Sunday evening.
Latty Bro.’s quarry has closed for a few
weeks on account of ice. The workmen
from Bluehill have gone home.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery, of Bangor, are
guests of Mrs. Avery’s parents, J. H.
Sweetser and wife, at Hotel Stonington.
The ladies’ club of the Congregational
church will hold a mid-winter fair, sale
and supper about the middle of February.

AbsolutelyPure
ROYAL—the most celebrated
of all the baking powders in
the world—celebrated for its
great leavening strength and
purity. It makes your cakes,
biscuit, bread, etc^ healthful, it
insures you against alum and
all forms of adulteration that
go with the low priced brands.

Fred Thurlow is cutting and hauling
is
ice, for bis several ice-houses. The ice
about fourteen inches

and of tine

thick,

quality.

DEATHS IN COUNTY ABOUT THE AVERAGE FOR RECENT YEARS—ELLS-

Y. M. C. A. rooms quite a numbooks have been received from tbe
State library. These will be exchanged as
At the

read.

soon as

At the masonic installation Saturday
evening the retiring master, George W.
Silver, was presented with a beautiful

presentation was made by
Joseph H. Eaton.
Kyan-Parker Co.’s works last

The

jewel.

Past Master
At

WORTH DEATH RATE LARGE.

The American prints below a table
showing the number of deaths occurring
Hancock county during the year 1913.
This list is compiled from returns made
in

by the town clerks, and nearly all the
were reported in The American

deaths
soon

after the

were

incomplete)

the

the guys gave
two derricks, disabling

week, hoisting stone,

one

of

way and fell on
them. No one was hurt.

Several

men are

1903
1904
1906
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

shows

The

pares favorably with the past two years,
which were remarkable for the large
number of deaths of persons over sevenTwelve persons over
ty years of age.
ninety years of age died during the year,
three of these being in Ellsworth.
The following table shows the number
of deaths and the old-age record for the

preceding
82

76
113
90
121
120
111
103
146
128
138

_

supper

served.

The

lodge is in

a

prosperous

dition.
Jan. 26.

H.
SEDGWICK.

Briggs, who has been in Providence
months, is a guest of I. S. Candage.
Herman Pert, who has been erecting a
house near the home of his father, has it
Alec

some

finished,

and has moved in.

The house-

place Thurspostponed.
The installation of officers in Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., took place Tuesday evening. Past D. D. G. M. T. A.
Smith was installing officer. A large comwarming which

day evening

was

to take

has been

ten years:

80 to 90
58
47
70
70
82
64
52
91
79
71
81

Lawrence

Feb

March

banquet
joyed.

was

served and

dancing

Jan. 26.

There will be
Hancock
at 8.15.

returned to

Bangor, where she is employed.
Guy E. Freethey is at home from Somes
sound, where he has been fishing.
| Miss Lilia McIntyre spent Saturday and
j Sunday with Mrs. Elmer E. Cummings.
Miss

purchased

H.

|

system

other ills.

made

snow

the ice

The trot will be held
if

seldom fatal.

conditions

rain and

bad

being
week,
Ralph, little son of

April

W. M. Pettee

Mrs. Oscar

was

in

Bangor

on

busi-

employment.

employment.
Joan Sargent, who was called to

Mrs.

Gouldsboro, by the death of Lemuel
Bunker, is back at the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. M. Pettee.

South

A

ing

on

the

mon
a

born to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Monday. Mrs. Gilkes is spendwinter with her sister, Mrs. Lea-

son was

Gilkes

Albee.

Jan. 28.

illness.

letter tells the
Deputy-Sheriff Paul Scott was in Banwhole story:
gor this week on business.
Frank Greenlaw crushed his hand quite
Carmel, Maine:
“I was very poorly after an attack badly while stowing ice Saturday.
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., will hold a
of La Grippe. A friend recommended
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, and I got public installation Tuesday evening.
Harbor View chapter, O. E. 8., is preIt has done me lots of good.
a bottle.
paring a drama to be presented soon.
I shall alway keep it on hand.”
Howard Holden, who has been at sea
(Signed) Mrs. M. L. Croxford. nearly a year, is home on a short visit.
Robert Haskell, who has been South
Ward off La Grippe with “L. F-”,
with his father, is home for the winter.
Dealers.
at
Mrs.
Frank A. Gross went to Atlantic
Bottle
35-Cent
Big
visit her son Maurice, who is
Friday tothere.
FREE Trial Sample by Mail.
teaching
26.
Rax.
Jan.
••L. F.” MEDICINE CO„ Portland,

H.
WEST SUBKY.

Frank Herrick is pressing his hay and
hauling it from his farm in North Orland.
Eldesta Brown, with two children, of
Ellsworth, is viBiting her sister, Mrs. Guy
Carlisle.
Ernest Blaisdell, of Conaryville, visited
his mother, Mrs. F. W. Blaisdell, Saturday and Sunday.
Jan. 28.
L.
_

SUNSET.
Mrs. Daisy Mathews bas gone to Oceanville to visit her father, William Sellers.
Prescott J. Eaton and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,

J

verify

11,
21,
24,
27,
28,
29,
5,
8,
14.

the deaths

as

printed

Nov

from week to

The American, with records as
returned at the close of the year by the
week in

weighing
Jan. 26.

Amherst.
Aurora.
Bluehill.
Brookiin.
Brooksville.

Bucksport.
Castine.
Cranberry Isles.
Dedham.
Deer Isle.
Eastbrook.•
Eden.
Ellsworth.
Franklin.
Gouldsboro.
Hancock.
Isle au Haut.
Lamoine.
Mariaville.
Mt Desert.
Orland.
Otis.
Penobscot.
•••

eleven

1912
2
0

Dec

34

17
18
42
19

*3
*3
28
5
65

pounds.

Sadie.

a

complete

8

53
30
16
5
1
5

23

0
10
3
20
26
1
16
3
10
21
16

2

15
29
*2
34
12
0

10
30
16

Surry.

16

13

Swan’s Island.

18
24
6
6

10
15
7
9
8

TremoDt;.
Trenton.
Verona
Waltham.
Winter Harbor.
Long Island plantation.
No. 38 plantation.
No. 21, plantation.
No. 8 plantation.
Township No. 7.
Eagle Island.

1

14
6
*2

0
0
1

6

2
2
1
0

1
581

580

The above list does not include resithe county dying at sea or away
from home, but only deaths actually occurring in the town reporting.

C

DEVEREAUX

8

11
9

10

8

list of

Mrs Julia A Kingman, 81.
Mrs Eben M Jellison. 68.
Mrs Honor G Mullen, 90.
John O Morrison, 68.
Mrs Lne Getchell Rogers, 49.
Edwin L Royal, 41.
Mrs Mary R Hayes, 76.
Earle W Strout, 20.
Mrs Lydia C Berry. 82.
Forrest L Maddocks. 41.

Harry L Pio, infant
Daughterof Ralph Jordan, infaut*

Roderick McK Palmer, 44.
Mrs Elisa T Davis, 78.
J Ames Smith, 61.
Edward T Higgins, infant.
John R Moore, 51.
Cecil E Moore. 22.
Mrs Gladys M Hutchings. 29.
Mrs Chaney Sadler, 82.
Gerald Hayne9, infant.
William Whitby, 81.
Mrs Hannah S Phinnemore, 89.

Oscar B Googins, 72.
Mrs Winfield S Severance, 62.
Samuel Astbury, 60.
Melvin McGown, 76.
16, Reuben S Sargent, 65.
10, H Nelson Joy, 79.
18, Mrs Bertha Mclnnis, 40.
25, Dorothy A Ray, 1.
26, John F Royal, 74.
26, Mrs Augusta 8 Harden. 78.
26, Mrs Lizzie J Raymond, 57.
30, Arthur I Saunders, 72.
81, Alvin Barron, 17.
2, Mrs Sarah F Hopkins, 80.
12, Harry D Normandy, Jr, 2.
18, Josiah H Smith, 79.
15, William H True, 72.
21, Frank M Maddocks. 69.
22, George W Marden, 72.
26. Arthur W Greely, 70.
3, Mrs Fannie Brown, 65.
10. Bion B Higgins, 50.
13, Col John F Whitcomb, 74.
15, Mrs Marion D Higgins, 64.
19, Frank M Stuart, 51.
22, Kenneth L Jordan, 15.
3, Mrs 8arah Friend, 72.
11, Orrin W Tripp, 67.
11, Mrs Aphia Lord, 83.
18, Mrs Rowena Carter, 66.
19, Eleanor Mary Maddocks, infant.
26. Beulah M Higgins. 8.
4, Francis J Smith, infant.
6, Mrs Ellen H Hennessey, 90.
11, Frank W Rollins, 60.
26, Harry A Rider, infant.
18. Mrs Edward S Stevens, 55.
26. William T Doyle, 54.
1, Ambrose W Garland, 35.
3, Mrs Adah Garland, 94.
7, Mrs Sarah M Smith, 78.
21, Charles D Moore, 60.
25, Henry Edgar Davis, 38.
27. Carroll N Jordan, 29.
5, B Franklin Gray, 84,
6, Edward S Stevens, 63.
7, Emery O Bonsey, 70.
25, Miss Susie F Fernald.25.

The following Ellsworth people died
away from home during the year:
Sept 9, Lewis Fernald, 27, at Mathis, Ga.
Sept 25, Mrs Julia Webber, 72, at Bangor.
Nov 16, Mrs George E Fitield. at Bath.
Dec 12, Mrs Nancy J Joy. 80, at Brewer.

1

82

9

dents of

By MARGARET

8

14

36

17
20

Sorrento.
Southwest Harbor.

Stonington.

4

2
31
18
31
19
16
8

59

Sedgwick.

Sullivan.

1913

♦Not verified at close of year.

where she has had

operated

10,

record of deaths in Han-

Martin is in Augusta, where

Miss Inez Martin is home from Bangor,

upon, but so far there has been no noticeable improvement.
Miss WTalker has had
1 ! creeping paralysis for a long time, and is

short

Maud

she has

who is in the
been

Mr. and

last week.

Mrs.

this week

“L. F.’’ Atwood’s Medicine is an entirely helpless.
Jan. 26.
A.
0_
unfailing remedy for these dangerous
DEER ISLE.
after-effects. It tones up the entire
Mrs. Lucy Childs died Friday, after
system, builds up the appetite and restores strength.
Mrs. Croiford’s

able to teach.

ASHVILLE.
ness

a

1,
3,
6,
9,
10,

Aug'

county during the year 1913, by
towns, with the record for last year given
for comparison. The record is approximately correct, care having been taken to

...

Remick, who has been very ill the past six
He was a
weeks, died this morning.
smart promising child of six and one-half
years, loved by all. Much sympathy goes
out to the bereaved family.
Jan. 26.
R.

condition*

tjme

ill

J. W. Jordan is very ill of grip.
Jordan’s sister, Mrs. Annie Sargent,
of West Goulds boro, is with her.

favorable,

Margaret Walker,
hospital at Boston, has
Miss

*

are

but the

in

been

Mrs.

F. M.

Walker’s

some

bas

Miss Vera Seeds, who is teaching in
district No. 1, has closed her school for a

on

horse trot

pond Sunday, Jan. 25,

THE DEADLY WEAKENER.

ravages of

a

Marks, who
improving.

Mr.

Miss Hazel Gillis, of North Bluehill, is
guest of Mrs. Ralph Roberts.

to be

weeks, is

three

the

was

Horace

not

Young is ill of lumbago.
Billings is also very ill.

LA GRIPPE

easy prey to the

Spec.
BAYSIDE.

Mrs.

Sim.

Charles

a

But the weakness, lassitude and loss
of appetite induced by it leave the

estern horse.

Jan. 27.

BROOK8VILLE.

There

in itself is

a w

week.

Floyd Black, who has been employed in
Capt. Charles Robbins and wife are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Sarah Robbins. Stonington, is home for the winter.
Mrs. Mary G. Wescott, who has been
Miss Nell Norwood left Monday for
working for Mrs. J. H. Billings, has rej turned home.

Grippe

Stratton has sold his colt and

attending the
potato-growers’ meeting in Bangor this

Henry Bakeman, of Belfast, and Miss
Ruth Harris, of Somerville, Mass., spent
Friday here.
Fred S. Hutchins and wife, of Belfast,
have been guests of Capt. Benjamin C.
Sargent and wife.

M’KINLEY.

La

Game called

Chester W. Stratton is

where she visited her

is

is

A Case of

Repentance

George Gould. 83.
Mrs Mary E Hopkins. 80.
Stepen Gross, 75.
Adalbert Garland. 70.
Stillman 8 Jordan, 58.
3, Capt Wm P Woodward, 70.
5, Mrs William Garland,78.
8, Alexander R Hagerthy, 31.
8, Clifford John Gray, infant.
12, Mrs Susan R Giles. 65.
27, Mrs Isabel Smith, 81.

town clerks:

Charles E.

Jennie E. Grindal is at home from

Jan. 26.

Schooner Lillian is loading fish at MeMull in's wharf for Gloucester.

Sullivan A. A.

—

brother.

en-

Capt. Joshua Stanley left Monday for
short trip to Philadelphia.

vs.

29

The members of Omaha tribe, I. O. of R.
M., cut and hauled wood on Monday
afternoon for John M. Oakes, a member of
the order w’ho is in very poor health.
Jan. 26.
C.

moved his family
Sorrento for the winter.

j Thomaston, Conn.,

basket-ball game at the

Mrs. A. B. Crabtree left Monday for a
visit with her daughters, Mrs Ira Gray, of
Mansfield, Mass., and Mrs. ijlarold Foss,
of Melrose, Mass.

William Sinclair has

has

a

Thursday evening, Jan.

hall

town

Following

6,
17,
18,
19,
27,
27.

cock

James C. Worthen, of Melrose, Mass,
week-end guest of O. W. Foss and
wife.

Grindle, of North Sedgwick,

Miss Helen Higgins

visit in

was a

is visiting here.
to

a

9,
18,
19,
20,

Oct

Mrs. Elizabeth Knowlton, Stonington,
14, aged 90 years, 1 month, 14 days.

HANCOCK.
B. Foss has returned from
Everett, Mass.
A.

71
59
82

22,
26,

Over 90
11
3
10
18
9
12
11
17
12
16
12

aged 90 years, 7 months, 29 days.

1914.

_

8 ARGENT V1ULE.

pany was in attendance. The officers are
W. H. Pervear, W. M.; E. P. Clapp, S. W.;
Raymond Bridges, J. W.; John Cousins,
S. D.; Leslie Candage, J. D.; J. W. Paris,
treasurer; F. C. Allen, secretary; Rev. E.
Sanderson, chaplain; J. F. Gray, marshal;
Wilbur Ford, 8. S.; Guy Means, J. 8.; Alfred Robbins, tyler. After the installation, speeches and entertainment provided amusement.
The program included: Piano duets, Mrs. Fred Sargent
and Miss Lilia McIntyre; vocal duets,
Mrs. T. A. Smith and Mrs. H. A. Small;
violin, Leslie Candage and Julian Hooper;
solos, Mrs. T. A. Smith; violin solo, Leslie
Candage; readings, Mrs. Nellie Sargent,
Miss Sadie Billings and Mrs. H. A. Small.
Miss Ruby Dority presided at the piano.
A

Jan. 27.

by Beatrice Hodgdon was fine. Special
mention is made of the reading by Mrs.
Dresser, and readings by Misses Julia
Bartlett, Luella Brown and Carmen Harper were much enjoyed. The Japanese
exercises by seven young ladies in costume are worthy of mention. Lida Butler
and sister rendered songs in a pleasing
manner.
After the entertainment, icecream and cake were sold, and a pleasant
social evening was enjoyed. About |26 was
realized, for the minister’s salary.
Jan. 26.
N.

con-

17
6
14
l8
18
19
20
12
21

18

50
57
67
62
68

22,
22.

Cambridge, Mass., to visit her brothers laid off until repairs can be made.
Nihil.
Arthur and Ralph.
Jan. 26.
641
Capt. George Hamilton, who has much
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
BLUEHIIA.
603
improved in health, has returned to Man602
Miss Marion Parker has gone to Jamaica set.
J. M. McNulty, of Bangor, is in town.
Miss Celia Wilson, who has ably
609
Plain, Mass., to study for a trained nurse, j assisted Mrs. Stanley in nursing him, has
Miss Dora Jordan has returned from a
584
Mrs. Earl Gott and daughter, of Bangor, ! also returned to her home.
visit with relatives in Massachusetts.
581
May
are the guests of Mrs. Gott’s parents, C. i
Mrs. D. F. Norwood returned Saturday
I. T. Moore and wife left recently for
580
E. Leach and wife.
from Massachusetts, where she has been Boston, where they will remain for several
j ‘Returns incomplete.
J. S. Horton, of Bar Harbor, spent a few visiting relatives. Capt. Isaac Verrill ac- weeks.
j
Following is a list of nonagenarians in
days last week here visiting his mother, companied her. His friends are glad to
William Jordan and wife, who have
Hancock county, who have died daring
Mrs. Mary Peters.
see that he has withstood the years so well
in
relatives
been visiting
Woburn, Mass.,
the year, given in the order of their ages:
In the list of officers for the Hancock and are pleased to welcome him again,
are home.
Mrs Sarah Bryant, Stonington, July 29, aged
last
Fair
was
at
the
County
association, published
given
j A surprise whist party
Mrs. Temperance Butler left Monday
99 years, 2 months, 24 days.
week, the name of S. P. Snowman as j| home of Mrs. F. JL. Manchester in honor for Southwest Harbor, where she will reAlden Hamor, Eden, Feb 8, aged 97 years. 6
auditor was omitted.
of her mother, Mrs. Margaret Trask. main for several weeks.
months, 12 days.
Miss Marion Evelyn Starks, the tal- There were present, Mrs. Gertrude Gott,
A special meeting of the united parish Mrs. Adah Garland, Ellsworth, Nov. 3. aged June
ented reader, of Charlestown, Mass., a A. D. Moore and wife, Mrs. Rena Thurs- will be held in the Union church at the
94 years, 9 months, 18 days.
graduate of Emerson school of oratory, ton and Mrs. Belle Trask. Refreshments close of the evening service Feb. 1.
Simon W Flood, Surry, June 17, aged 93 years,
will appear at the town hall Friday, Feb. were served.
At the Union church next* Sunday
11 months.
P. M.
Jan. 27.
13, for the benefit of the Congregational
morning, Rev. William Aitchiaon will Mrs 8arah B Crabtree. Hancock, June 20,aged
church. All should avail themselves of
BEAL COVE.
92 years, 7 months, 13 years.
speak on Sunday school work in Great
this opportunity to hear this reader.
Robert T. Carlisle, Surry, Dec. 6, 91 years 9, Aug
Beth Harper, who has been quite ill, is Britain and America.
Ira Berry lodge, F. and A. M., had a
mouths, 24 days.
better.
Local basket-ball sports will be given an
private installation Jan. 19. A. C. Hinckto witness a hot game in the Mrs Jane Gordon, Eden, Jan 25, aged 91 years,
H.
S.
Mitchell
left
for
opportunity
Mrs.
Monday
ley installed the officers as follows: W.
5 months, 7 days.
Neighborhood house next Saturday night
Boston for a few weeks7 visit.
M., H. H. McIntyre; S. W., Frank L*
between Gilman high school and the Daniel T. Colson, Bucksport, June 11, aged
The ladies of the Baptist society and
Stover; J. W., A. M. Herrick; 8. D., I. E.
91 years.
second team of Ellsworth high school.
Sept
Stanley; J. D., A. K. Saunders; treasurer, friends gave a fine entertainment at the The Gilman
boys are making arrange- 8 Decatur Gray. Brooksville, March 18, aged
Maxwell K. Hinckley; secretary, A. C- hall on Tuesday evening, Jan. 20. The
90 years, 9 months.
ments to win this game, as they were deHinckley; chaplain, Willis H. Osgood; musical part of the program was in charge feated
by Ellsworth several weeks ago. Mrs Honor G Mullen, Ellsworth, Jan 18, aged
marshal, Rodney 8. Osgood; tyler, J. H. of Herbert Butler, who managed in his
90 years, 8 months, 9 days.
Between the halves, Seal Harbor will
Morse; 8. 9., E. E. Fullerton; J. 8., Lewis usual pleasing and successful manner.
Mrs. Ellen H. Hennessey, Ellsworth, Oct. 6,
tackle Southwest Harbor high school.
was
Mr. Butler presided at the organ. A solo
Saunders. After installation,

COUNTY NEW S

66

81,
31.

—

70 to 80

year*.

21,

of deaths in the county the past

Whole No.
422
406
587
571

Over 90

year*.
8
8
9
7
13

Jan

total

years has been remarkably close
584 in 1911, 581 in 1912 and 580 in 1913.
The old-age record for the year com-

1903*
1904'
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

80 to 90

year*.
12

deaths
the year
occurring in Ellsworth during
last birth1913, with the age given at the

total

that the

the county during these years.

last year and the

70 to 80

Following

number of deaths in this year, 580, is just
17 leBS than the average of the deaths in
number

Whole
No.
68
65

day:

occurrence.

Comparison of this year’s record with
those of the preceding ten years (excepting the years 1908-4, when the returns

three

ber of

years:

DURING THE PAST YEAR.

E.

BAKING
POWDER

eleven
of deaths In Ellsworth for the past

COUNTY NEWS.

Crime end Penalty.
Mrs. Wiffles recently meted
out punishment to Master George Wiffles with a carpet heater that young
gentleman gave vent to such weeping
and walling that the lady next door
was constrained to perk her head over
the back yard fence and Inquire what
was the matter.
“Got about a couple o’ 'undred feet
o’ gas inside him. that’s wots the matter,” Mrs. Wiffles replied
“Couple o’ ’undred feet o’ gas!”
echoed tb<* lady somewhat Incredulously. “Wot on earth’s ’e been doin’. takin’ the gas pipe for a feed in'
bottle?”
“No. ’e ain’t!” Rnapped Mrs. Wiffles.
“’E’s been swallerin' the shillin’ wot
I laid by for the gas meter.”—London
Tit-Bits.
When

Alpine Egg Dance.
A curious eastern custom has beet
observed for many centuries In the
western Alps.
One hundred eggs are
distributed over a level space covered
with sand and the young men and
women perfotm a dance around them.
If a couple are fortunate enough to finish the dance without breaking an
egg It Is taken as a token of the compatibility or their temperaments and
they are betrothed.

DEATHS IN ELLSWORTH.
Breaking It Gently.
Maid—Thieves got Into a bousa In
The number of deaths in Ellsworth during the year is Btartling, being by far the this street last nlgbt and stole all the
largest of any year since The American silver. Mistress— What stupid people
to
leave things
unlocked!
has kept these records. The total number
Whose
house was It?
Maid—It was No. 7.
of deaths in EllBworth in 1913 was 82—23
Mistress—Why. that Is our bouse! Maid
more than last year and 20.7 more than
—Yes, ma’am, but 1 did not want to
the average for the preceding ten years,
frighten you.—Judge.
which is 61.3. The largest number previously recorded in one year was 71 in 1911.
Of the 82 deaths, 10 were children less
Always Too Lata.
"Old chap, didn’t your better Judgthan 5 years of age, 4 between 5 and 21
Of the 1 ment tell you not to make that Investyears of age, and 68 were adults.
ment?"
adults, 34 had outlived three-score and
“No; my better Judgment never tells
ten, 21 being between the ages of 70 and 80
me anything until after I’ve
10 between 80 and 90, and 3 over 90 years
gone and
of age.
made a confounded fool of myself.”—
Of the months, April and May show the Chicago Tribune.
largest mortality with 12 each. Last year
there were only 3 deaths in each of these
”1 see this medicine is good lor man and
months. December has the smallest re- beast.”
"Yes,” said the druggist.
cord for the year, 4.
“Gimme a bottle. I believe that’s the
The following table shows the number right combination to
help my husband.”

We have usually presumed that re.
pentanee must come before death.
Eleanor Blake lost her father when
she was a little feirl. and her mother
took for

a

second husband

one

\vi|.

Ham Markinnd, a widower with a son,
at the time of the marriage twelve
years older than his Stepsister, xhe
widow was very poor, and Mr. MarkHis son. Joseph, was
land was rich.
n singular youth, sometimes under the
influence of pure and noble emotions
and sometimes apparently swayed by
When he was ia
the devil himself.
the former condition he was very kind
to Eleanor, but when In the latter he
seemed to hate her.
Eleanor was a favorite with her stepfather and he hoped when she grew
to be a woman she would marry Ids
son. for he was aware of the hitter's
I)r. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde disposition,
and he believed that she would tie
able to tide him Over his evil periods,
but he only wished for this; he did
not attempt to bring it about. Eleanor's mother died when she was fifteen years old. and after being made
again a widower Mr. Markland's affection for his little steislaughtcr was
much enhanced. His son's periods of
wickedness seemed to lie Increasing on
him and were n source of distress to
his father.
Then Joe Markland. when Eleanor
was seventeen years old. delighted his
father by showing evidence that be
was falling in love with his stepsister.
Eleanor, however, seemed to regard
him only as a brother, bnt as snch was
extremely fond of him. He asked for
a different
love, and when she told
him that It was not possible for her
to give It to him he fell into one of
bis wicked states and treated her

shamefully.
Joe Mnrkland disappeared one day
and was not seen at borne again for a
Meanwhile his father
long while.
failed In health, and Eleanor was his
She considered It her
sole comfort.
duty as well as her preference to remain single and to minister to him.
All
though she had many suitors.
this time no one knew where Joe
Markland was till a few months before
his father died, when Eleanor received
a letter from him evidently written in
lie regretone of his angelic moods.
ted that she could not love him, but
He wrote to ask
did not blame her.
her forgiveness for the way he had
treated her.
Eleanor wrote that his father could
not live long and begged him to come
home and give the invalid what comfort he could during the short time
that remained before death. Joe wrote
that he would come at once, but,
though only a few weeks were needed for the Journey, he did not arrive
for several months. He reached home
the day his father died, and It was
perhaps as well that he did not arrive sooner, for. though he showed no
outward signs of his mood to those
who did not know him well, he was.
nevertheless, in one of his devilish
conditions.
His father was barely
able to bid him good by and whispered to him that he hoped be would
some day secure Eleanor for his wife.
Joe took charge of the household
and household affairs till after the funeral. when a search was made for
Joe,
the will.
No will was found.
being sole heir at law, took possession of the pro[>erty and told Eleanor
that if she would marry him he would
turn over the management of it to her.
Eleanor refused. Quite possibly, knowing as she did that her stepfather desired the match, she might have yielded. but she saw that Joe was at the
time not his better self.
Joe Markland remained at home
long enough to put his estate under
a competent manager, whom he directed to pay his sister |50 a month and
l>ermitted her to remain in the homestead.
One morning looking out of an upper window she sacv her stepbrother
coming. Though some distauce from
her. he appeared bedraggled. He was
walking rapidly, and she had scarcely
seen him when she heard him at the
door. She ran down to meet him. but
he was not where she had expected to
find him. Thinking he had entered before her, she went into the living room.
There stood Joe with a heavenly look
on his face, such as she had often seen
there when he had become repentant.
She was about to spring toward biro
when she noticed that he was dripping
with water.
And singularly enough
there was a salt odor about him. She
out of the room to get something
In which to wrap him till he could
change his clothing, and when she returned with a blanket she had snatched from a bed Joe was not there.
What had become of him? She was
about to run into the hall to look tor
ran

him when she noticed on a table a
folded document She took it up and
found it soaked with water. Clinging
to it was a fine strand of seaweed.
The paper was found to be a will of
William Markland. leaving all his property to his stepdaughter, Eleanor

blake.
Eleanor was found lying on the floor
•n a swoon, and an illness followed.
When she recovered she said that she
had found the will in the attic under a
leak in the roof. Soon after this news
came of the death of Joe Markland.
He had been drowned trying to swim
across an Inlet on the coast 'of Tasmania.
Had he stolen the will while his father was lying dead, possibly in the
tame room with him}

